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ABSTRACT 

Advancements in the design, manufacturing and testing of optical systems have 

created the need for new functional representations for aspheric surfaces. The 

representations must define surfaces that can compensate for a high degree of wavefront 

asphericity and represent steeply sloped surfaces as the surface normal becomes 

perpendicular to the optical axis. As the standard asphere is explicitly defined, the range 

of surfaces that it can properly describe is limited. This work develops both a 

parametrically defined surface approach and an implicitly defined surface approach. 

Whereas the surface sag of an explicit surface is defined directly using one equation, the 

sag of a parametric surface is defined using at least two equations. The sag of an implicit 

surface is defined indirectly using a surface fionction. The utility of these novel 

approaches is demonstrated using examples of current interest. Specifically, a truncated 

parametric Taylor surface and an implicit xyz-polynomial surface are shown to be more 

general definitions that represent highly aspheric surfaces better the standard explicit 

asphere. Ray tracing and optimization strategies for parametric and implicit surface 

representations are discussed. Additionally, this work shows that a Fourier series is not a 

useful optical surface and introduces the explicit superconic surface, which is a 

redefinition of the standard superconic surface. Finally, we compare the surface types 

discussed for ray tracing speed, optimization complexity, and ability to represent highly 

aspheric surfaces. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of aspheric elements is a powerful tool for designing optical systems that 

meet stringent optical design requirements. The aspheric surface definition used must be 

able to approximate an ideal surface that provides the necessary wavefront correction. 

Furthermore. In designing optical systems, the speed of optimization is roughly 

proportional to the square of the number of variables used. Therefore, it is desirable that 

the aspheric representation defines the proper surface with a minimum of terms. The 

standard aspheric optical surface, consisting of a conic plus an even-order polynomial, 

has been used to describe aspheric surfaces that can effectively control aberrations in 

most optical systems. However, in some cases the standard aspheric surface is not the 

best surface representation. The standard aspheric surface representation is not well 

suited to representing highly aspheric shapes as the surface normal becomes 

perpendicular to the optical axis and in representing surfaces that compensate for a high 

degree of wavefront asphericity [I]. 

This work presents more general functional representations of aspheric surfaces. 

Specifically, a parametric surface approach and an implicit approach are explored. We 

show some examples of current interest. 

Historical Background 

The use of aspheric surfaces allows for design configurations that are not possible 

with spherical surfaces. Namely, they have been used to design systems with better 

correction and fewer elements than is possible for all-spherical systems [2]. The first use 
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of aspheric optics was for telescopic systems. Two-mirror telescopic systems of the 

Gregorian form and of the Cassegrain form, which date from the seventeenth century, use 

aspheric mirrors to eliminate the spherical aberration that is present in all-spherical 

telescopes [3]. While the primary mirror is parabolic in both cases, the Gregorian form 

employs a concave elliptical secondary and the Cassegrain form employs a convex 

hyperbolic secondary. Each of these systems has residual 4"^ order coma. A Ritchey-

Chretien telescope, which dates from the 1920s, represents an improvement upon the 

Cassegrain form [3]. A more hyperbolic secondary is used to remove the residual coma. 

The Schmidt camera is another well-known example that illustrates the advantage of 

aspheric surfaces. It consists of an aspheric corrector plate placed at the center of 

curvature of a spherical mirror [4], By placing the stop of the system at the corrector 

plate, coma and astigmatism are eliminated by symmetry. The spherical aberration 

introduced by the spherical mirror is compensated by the asphericity of the corrector 

plate. Some current applications that benefit from the use of aspheric surfaces include 

photographic objectives, conformal systems, scanning systems, and zoom lenses [5-13]. 

In many cases, well-corrected compact solutions are not possible without the use of 

aspherics [14], 

Despite the numerous advantages that aspheric elements provide, optical systems that 

use only spherical surfaces have been strongly preferred as they have been less expensive 

and easier to fabricate. When two arbitrary surfaces are groimd against one another, both 

will tend to become spherical in shape, with one being convex and the other concave. 

The spherical surface is therefore the easiest surface to fabricate. The first know written 
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account of the fabrication of spherical lenses was made by William Boume in 1585. He 

describes a process for grinding spectacle lenses with an iron tool that is "somewhat 

hallow or concave inwards." Many people have improved upon this process of 

fabricating spherical lenses by grinding and polishing them with spherical tools, yet today 

the process remains basically unchanged. Newton improved upon the polishing process, 

by adding pitch. Descartes. Huygens. Hooke. and others employed grinding and 

polishing machines. Yet, until the computer was introduced, surfaces that departed even 

slightly from a sphere were made only with great effort by "figuring" a spherical surface 

[15]. 

With the introduction of computer polishing and grinding techniques aspheric 

surfaces are now fabricated at less cost and more accurately. Computer assisted optical 

surfacing, in which a spherical surface is "figured" to the correct aspheric shape by 

moving a computer-controlled lap on the optical surface, was introduced in the early 

1970s [16], Continuous improvements made to aspheric generation and polishing 

techniques have lessened the barriers to the widespread use of aspheric surfaces [17-26], 

Additionally, the technological advances that have allowed for the fabrication of highly 

aspheric surfaces have raised the possibility of fabricating free form optical surfaces. 

Below is an e.xcerpt from promotional material for the Precitech Optimum 5000 machine 

that can be used for fabricating free form optical surfaces [27]. 

"Unlike today's aspheres which exhibit rotational symmetry, free form 
optics can take on any arbitrary shape, often with little, if any, symmetry 
... free form optics have potential benefits in many fields, including 
semiconductor UV photolithography. Extremely accurate, highly-
reflective off-axis cylindrical aspheres will be required as line width and 
spacing move into the sub-micron range. Low cost molded plastic lenses 
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could be produced economically using extremely precise asymmetrical. 
free form molds. Conformal shapes are already appearing in automotive 
headlight, taillight. and interior lighting assemblies. ... Precitech's 
Optimum 5000 machine has been designed to meet this challenge. ... The 
versatility of the 5000 also allows for conventional single point diamond 
machining and grinding or raster type grinding." 

Not only has the computer enabled the fabrication of aspheric surfaces, but also has 

enabled the design of complex aspheric optical systems. An optical system can be 

characterized analytically or numerically. Characterizing a system numerically by 

tracing a number of rays by the application of Snell's law can be more accurate, 

especially for complex aspheric systems. However, without the use of the modem 

computer lens design program ray tracing was laborious and prone to error. Therefore, 

analytical methods were developed to describe optical systems and to provide an intuitive 

understanding of the systems. 

Newton first described the refraction of light: "Refrangibility of the Rays of Light, is 

their disposition to be refracted or turned of their Way is passing out of one transparent 

Body or Medium into another [28]." Gauss published his paraxial theory describing the 

first order properties of an optical system based on rays that lie close to the optical axis in 

1841. First order properties include focal length, magnification, and principal points. 

The Gaussian image plane serves as a reference point for quantifying the aberrations of 

an image from its ideal. Ludwig Seidel formalized the primary monochromatic 

aberrations mathematically in 1856. Systems could be now be designed by calculating 

the third order aberrations of each lens. To accoimt for higher order aberrations, one 

could solve the mathematical equations to minimize the contributions of 5^' order 
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aberrations and higher order aberrations. Further innovations such as the Abbe sine 

condition, and the Coddington equations aid the designer, yet lens design, in the IQ''' and 

early 20''' century remained a laborious task [29]. 

"Confronted with a lens design problem, a few men with a genius or a knack 
could sense the direction to take. Then it was a matter of the laborious application 
of Sneirs law over and over again as designs were checked out by tracing the 
paths that rays of light might take from the object to the image. Few outside the 
profession could comprehend the magnitude of the task ... The key to a successful 
outcome was persistence [5].'* 

The computer lens design program, which can trace up to millions of ray-surfaces per 

second, has enabled the efficient numerical design of systems that use aspheric surfaces. 

Rudolf Kingslake remarked that the optical designer might have benefited more than 

anyone else from the introduction of the computer [28]. As the ability to trace more rays 

per second translates directly into the ability to design systems of greater complexity, the 

computer lens design program has enabled the design of aspheric systems of ever 

increasing comple.xity. 

In summary, aspheric optical surfaces can be used to design systems with better 

correction and fewer elements than is possible for all-spherical systems. The 

complexities fabrication and design have represented a significant barrier to their use. 

However, advances in computer controlled fabrication techniques and the modem lens 

design program are allowing the design of increasingly complex systems that use highly 

aspheric surfaces. 
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Dissertation content 

In this work we explore more general representations that can be used to describe 

genera! aspheric surfaces. We have found that the standard aspheric description does not 

adequately describe highly aspheric surfaces and surfaces that correct for a high degree of 

wavefront asphericity. Numerical representations such as a Spline or Bezier surfaces can 

be used to approximate optical surfaces that the standard asphere could represent only 

with extreme difficulty if at all [1]. However, we have chosen to focus on functional 

surface representations because they are quicker to ray trace, they have continuous high 

order derivatives, and relatively little research has been done in this area to date. 

Chapter 2 provides a cursory overview of rotationally symmetric aspheric surface 

types. The standard aspheric optical surface is defined and design examples that use the 

standard surface are presented. The axicon. odd asphere. and superconic surface are then 

presented with design examples. A novel explicit superconic surface that can be used to 

describe surfaces that correct for a high degree of wavefront asphericity is introduced. 

Spline surfaces are briefly discussed. Finally, a Fourier series surface is shown not be a 

useful optical surface. 

Chapter 3 explores parametrically defined optical surfaces and Chapter 4 explores 

implicitly defined optical surfaces. Both parametric and implicit representations are more 

general than the standard aspheric representation and can be used to describe highly 

aspheric surfaces and surfaces that correct for a high degree of wavefront asphericity 

when the standard aspheric definition falls short. A truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) 
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surface and an implicit XYZ-poIynomial surface are shown to be very general surface 

descriptions. Ray tracing methods are discussed and design examples are given. 

A comparison of surface types is presented in Chapter 5. Representations are 

compared for ray tracing speed, optimization complexity, ability to correct highly 

aspheric vvavefronts. and ability to represent steeply sloped surfaces. 
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OVERVIEW OF ASPHERIC SURFACE TYPES 

This chapter presents an overview of aspheric surface types. The use of aspheric 

surfaces allows for design configurations that are not possible with only spherical 

surfaces. Namely, they have been used to design systems with better correction and 

fewer elements than is possible for all-spherical systems [2]. A majority of optical 

systems exhibit rotational symmetry and therefore rotationally symmetric surfaces are of 

particular interest. A rotationally symmetric surface can be generated by rotating a curve 

about an axis of symmetry. In defining optical surface it is necessary to define the 

surface sagitta and surface slope at every point. An overview of the rotationally 

symmetric optical surfaces provided in current lens design programs is given in this 

chapter. Additionally, a novel explicitly defined superconic surface and a Fourier series 

surface are introduced. Illustrative examples of the different surface types are included. 

Standard aspheric surface 

The standard aspheric optical surface is defined by a rotationally symmetric explicit 

equation of the form -z+F(r)=0, where r = yjx' + y' . The surface is defined as a conic 

section plus an even-order polynomial. It is an explicit surface because the surface 

sagitta (sag) is defined directly as a function of Cartesian coordinates x and y. The 

surface sag. z. is defined as follows [1,30,31]. 
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2 / 
-_- + F(r) = -.- + _£=^===_+ I a .r2^" = 0 (2.1) 

1 +-^1 — (1 + ^)c*'• r" ' = l 

where c is the curvature at the vertex of the surface, and k is the conic constant. The 

conic constant is a function of the eccentricity of the surface (k = -e~). Note that the 

conic constant and 4*** order terms have the same effect on the 4"^ order aberrations of the 

optical system [32]. The effect of the 4"^ order term is predominantly on the 4''^ order 

aberrations of the optical system, and in general the effect of the n''' order term will be 

predominantly on the n''^ order aberrations of the optical system [32]. 

The aspheric contribution to the 4'*' order aberration terms is [32], 

where. 04 
y 
y 

p 
An 

6aWo4o = the aspheric contribution to spherical aberration 
5aWi3i = the aspheric contribution to coma 

S W =4 
a  1 3 1  

y _  

^y J 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

=4 
a 222 y )  ^."'040 

S  W  ^ ^ ^ = 0  
a 220P 

S W =A 
a  J 1 1  ^."^040 

the fourth order aspheric coefficient 
the marginal ray height 

the chief ray height 
the normalized pupil coordinate, 
the difference in index at the aspheric surface 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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5aW222 = the aspheric contribution to astigmatism 
5aW220p = the aspheric contribution to field curvature 
5aW3i 1 = the aspheric contribution to distortion 

Examples 

We present an example of an F/2 plano-convex singlet lens, shown in Fig. 2.1, to 

illustrate the use of the standard aspheric surface for correction of aberrations. The F/2 

singlet has a focal length of 200mm. and uses BK7 optical glass. Defined using a 

spherical surface, the image produced by the plano-convex singlet from on-axis 

collimated light has about 445 waves of spherical aberration. Only spherical aberration is 

present on-axis because the system is rotationally symmetric. 

Fig. 2.1 An F/2 Plano-convex singlet with a Fig. 2.2 Wavefront aberration plot of the 
focal length of 200 mm. The image plane plano-convex spherical F/2 singlet. There 
is at para.Kial focus. are 445 waves of aberration. The scale is 

500 waves at a wavelength of 550 nm. 

Of the 445 waves of spherical aberration of the lens, 380 waves are 4"^ order. While 

the spherical aberration of the system can be perfectly corrected up to the order of 



aspheric deformation used, the balancing of low order aberrations with higher order 

aberrations minimizes the total residual aberration. For example, by adding a 4'*' and 6"' 

order aspheric deformation to the lens such that defocus. 4"' order spherical, and 6"' order 

spherical are used to balance 8"^ and higher order spherical, the wavefront residual is 

reduced to one third of a wave peak to valley, shown in Fig. 2.3. This balancing of 

aberrations can be better understood if we note that along a pupil radius the number of 

times that wavefront slope changes signs is equal to the number of terms used to describe 

the aspheric surface. 

ceJ: a.eeea QEC 
w T w T 

Fig. 2.3 Wavefront plot of 6'*' order Fig. 2.4 Wavefront plot of 6''' order 
aspheric lens. The peak to valley aspheric lens with a 1° half field of view, 
aberration is one-third of a wave. The low On axis the system is well corrected, 
order spherical aberration compensates for Coma dominates the wavefront residual at 
higher order spherical aberration to 1 ° field of view. The scale is 50 waves at a 
minimize the total aberration. The scale is wavelength of 550 nm. 
0.5 waves at a wavelength of 550 nm. 
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The previous example illustrates that as a rule of thumb the degree of even order 

polynomial used in a standard aspheric surface should correspond to the degree of 

aberration that is to be corrected. However, when the wavefront axis and the surface axis 

are not coincident this rule of thumb is not valid. 

Object plane Image plane 
M5 

Ml 

M2 
M4 M6 

M3 

Fig. 2.5 A rotationally symmetric ring-field projection camera. This all-reflective camera 
images a 1.8 mm ring-field onto a wafer at a NA of 0.2 and is capable of a minimum 
feature size of 50 nm at the design wavelength of 13 nm. 

For state-of-the-art ring-field projection cameras high order aspheric surfaces are used 

to compensate 4'*' order aberrations. We show one such ring-field system that uses 20''' 

order aspheric surfaces in Fig. 2.5 [6]. This all-reflective camera has a 1.8 mm ring-field 

width, a NA of 0.2, and is capable of a minimum feature size of 50 nm at the design 

wavelength of 13 run. As the system is rotationally symmetric, mirrors M3 and M4 will 

have an annular shape. Wavefront aberrations are expanded relative to the chief ray, and 

the chief ray is incident on mirrors M3 and M4 at a relatively large distance fi-om the 

optical axis. This means that the axis of the aspheric surface deformation terms does not 

correspond to the axis of the wavefront aberration terms. Consequently, the order of the 
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aspheric deformation terms does not correspond to the order of wavefront compensation 

provided. 

Scale: 2 waves (a), 13 nm Scale: 2 waves (a), 13 nm 

TXHCTNRRAI. 

;.SC E VA'.X: 
z i r rz fcu-z i  KAVTIR 

Fig. 2.6 Nominal wavefront residual for the 
si.\-mirror ring-field projection camera. 
The system is very well corrected and has a 
Strehl ratio of 0.97. 

Fig. 2.7 Wavefront residual for the six-
mirror ring-field projection camera with a 
22"*^ order aspheric term added to mirror 
M4. The wavefront residual is dominated 
by 4"* aberration as seen firom the ring-field 
center. 

Compare the residual wavefront of the nominal system shown in Fig. 2.6 to the 

residual wavefront of the system with a 22"'' order surface deformation added to mirror 

M4 shown in Fig 2.7. While the nominal system is very well corrected and has a Strehl 

ratio of 0.97, the system with a high order aspheric deformation added has a large amount 
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of residual low-order aberration as seen from the ring-field center. Although the origin of 

the aspheric coefficients is the optical axis, the wavefront abenations are expanded from 

the ring-field center. The coordinate mismatch of the aspheric coefficients and the 

wavefront aberrations complicates the optimization of ring-field projection systems. 

Nonetheless, the standard aspheric surface has been used successfully for the design of 

ring-field cameras for EUV projection lithography [33-39]. 

The ability of the standard aspheric surface to describe optical surfaces is related to 

the convergence properties of a Taylor series. The even polynomial of the standard 

aspheric surface can be understood mathematically as a Taylor series expansion of the 

ideal surface and the Taylor expansion will converge in most case. However, for certain 

functions Taylor polynomials do not provide a good approximation no matter how large 

the order of the expansion [40]. For highly aspheric surfaces, the Taylor series may not 

converge and the standard aspheric description is inadequate for representation of the 

optical surface. In this case a more general definition should be used. 

An a.xicon surface has the shape of a cone and has a discontinuity at its vertex. A 

rotationally symmetric axicon surface, shown in Fig. 2.8, can be approximated by a 

standard asphere (Eq. 2.1) with the conic constant and curvature defined as follows [41], 

Axicon surface 

A: = -(1 + tan^ 0 ) < - l  (2.7) 

1 
(2.8) c = 

(K +1)6 
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This approximation has the advantage that it does not have a discontinuity at its vertex. 

In the limiting case, as the parameter b approaches zero the vertex of the surface 

approaches a point. An axicon surface can be used to introduce aberrations to an incident 

cone oflight such that it is shaped into a ring-field as shown in Fig. 2.9. 

Fig. 2.8 An axicon surface is represented as 
a hyperbolic surface with a large 
curvature. 

Fig. 2.9 An axicon surface shapes a cone of 
light into a ring. 

Example 

The use of an axicon surface is illustrated with the example of a condenser as shown 

in Fig. 2.10. This condenser uses a quasi-point source and provides uniform arc-shaped 

illumination at the mask plane [42]. The design consists of three mirrors, two of which 

are nominally axiconic surfaces. In the design, mirror CI collects the source radiation, 

mirror C2 is an axicon that shapes the radiation into an arc, and the field mirror C3 is an 

axicon that aims the arc onto the mask at the proper angle. Mirrors C2 and C3 are 

axicon surfaces in the sense that they have the approximate shape of a cone. Note that 
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only the aperture of the field mirror used is shown. The use of an axicon as a field mirror 

has the disadvantage that the surface is not defined at^ = 0. Note a surface with a 

n e g a t i v e  r a d i u s  o f  c u r v a t u r e  c a n  b e  u s e d  t o  r e p r e s e n t  a n  a x i c o n  w i t h  0  < 0 .  

C2 CI 
Optical Axis 

MASK 

Source' 
C3 

(Field Mirror) 

Fig. 2.10 This condenser uses a quasi-point source to provide arc-shaped 
illumination at the mask plane. 

Odd asphere 

An odd asphere surface is an generalization of the standard aspheric surface 

representation (Eq. 2.1) that includes odd polynomial terms. The surface sag of this 

rotationally symmetric surface is defined as follows [1,30.31]. 

-- + F(r) = -r + , ^ ^ + X a.-r'=0 (2.9) 

where c is the curvature at the vertex of the surface, and k is the conic constant and 

r = \jx~ + y~ >0. A rotationally symmetric surface is an even function, so in almost all 

cases the odd terms in Eq. 2.9 are redundant. Additionally, an odd polynomial surface 
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does not have continuous first and higher order derivatives at its vertex. Therefore, 

caution should be exercised when using the odd aspheric representation. 

Example 

An odd asphere can be used to represent a.\icon more directly than the hyperbolic 

definition (Eq. 2.7 and 2.8). The axicon surface is represented by the addition of a linear 

term to the standard asphere. An example is shown in Fig. 2.11 [43]. In this system that 

turns a collimated beam inside out all of the surfaces are defined as odd aspheres. An 

off-axis parabolic surface can be exactly represented with a linear term and a quadratic 

term. The linear term defines the tilt of the surface and the quadratic term defines the 

power. As an odd aspheric definition is redundant to the standard aspheric definition and 

is not a continuous surface, it should be used with caution. 

2.11 An odd asphere is used to represent the axicon surfaces in this system 
that turns a collimated beam inside out. 
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Superconic 

The superconic is a generalization of the standard aspheric optical surface that allows 

some surfaces to by modeled with only a few terms that would normally require high 

order aspheric terms [1.30,31], While most rotationally symmetric surfaces are defined 

in terms of the radial distance from the axis of rotational symmetry, r" = x' + y'. the 

superconic surface is defined in terms of the distance from the surface vertex, 

s' = .r" +y' . A superconic surface, with conic constant k and vertex radius R. is 

defined implicitly as follows [1.30,31], 

A z ^ - 2 B z  +  C  =  0  (2.10) 

where. 

9 9 9? 
+ z" (2.11) 

A = ( k  +  l ) / R  (2.12) 

B  =  \  +  b s ^  +  b s ^  +  . . .  +  b ^  
2 4 •" 2n 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

For steeply sloped surfaces the surface sag will vary rapidly with radial coordinate r. 

However, the surface slope will not vary rapidly with the surface vertex coordinate s. 

Thus, the superconic surface can better represent highly sloped surfaces with fewer terms 
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than the standard asphere [1]. As it uses fewer aspheric terms, the superconic surface is 

smoother than the standard asphere and has greater stability in optimization [1]. 

Example 

We demonstrate the ability of a superconic aspheric surface to represent steeply 

sloped surfaces with an example. The example is a theoretical null test configuration that 

has a very high NA of 0.995. The null configuration, shown in Fig. 2.12, consists of a 

confoimal optical element under test, and a highly aspheric null reference mirror. It is 

similar to null testing configurations for conformal optical surfaces that have been 

previously considered [44-47]. A conformal optical element is defined as an element 

whose shape conforms to a non-optical requirement. A conformal dome is elliptical in 

shape in order to conform to an aerodynamic requirement. The dome's aerodynamic 

properties are related to its fineness ratio, which is defined as its diameter divided by its 

length. In this configuration. Fig. 12, the conformal dome has a clear aperture of 60 mm. 

a fineness ratio of 1.5. and is made of Zinc Selenide. A test beam is transmitted through 

the conformal optical element and is then retro-reflected by the aspheric null reference 

mirror. 



Conformal aspheric 
reference mirror 

Fig. 2.12 Example of the use of superconic to correct a 
wavefront with a high degree of asphericity. The example 
is a null configuration that uses superconic surface to 
compensate the high degree of wavefront asphericity 
produced by the conformal element. 

For purposes of comparison, we designed the example configuration using both a 

superconic surface representation having a total of ten terms and using a standard 

aspheric surface representation having a total of twenty terms. The superconic design 

and the standard aspheric design have the same first order properties, and were both 

optimized using a global search algorithm [30]. At a design wavelength of 3.9 microns, 

the wavefront residual was more than an order of magnitude smaller for the design using 

superconic than with a standard asphere, as shown in Fig. 2.13 and Fig 2.14. The 

superconic design has the additional advantage of low wavefront slope. In the standard 

aspheric design, the wavefront slope becomes very large at the edge of the pupil, due to 

the high degree of the terms needed to describe the surface. A small wavefront slope is 

advantageous because the transverse ray aberrations are proportional to the wavefront 

slope. 
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Fig 2.13. The wavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using a 
superconic surface using 10 terms is 1/20 
of a wave PV. Additionally, the design 
features low wavefront slope. The scale 
of plot is 0.2 waves at a wavelength of 
3.9 microns. 

Fig 2.14. The wavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using the 
standard aspheric surface using 20 terms 
is 3 waves PV. Notice the large 
wavefront slope at the edge of the pupil. 
The scale of plot is 5 waves at a 
wavelength of 3.9 microns. 

The main disadvantage in using a superconic surface is its implicit definition. 

Whereas the surface sag of an explicit surface is defined directly, the sag of the implicitly 

defined superconic is solved for indirectly using an iterative method. Ray tracing of a 

superconic surface is therefore slower. Furthermore an implicit surface is not necessarily 

one to one, meaning that there may be multiple surface intersection points for a single 

ray. A bounding box [1] can be used to limit the range of possible intersection points to a 

volume, thus removing the ambiguity in the surface definition. 

In summary, a superconic surface representation may be used to represent highly 

sloped surfaces. As the superconic is implicitly defined, caution should be exercised to 

ensure proper ray tracing. 
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Explicit superconic 

While the standard superconic is an implicit generalization of the standard aspheric 

surface, the explicit superconic is an explicit generalization. It can be used to compensate 

highly aspheric wavefronts when the standard aspheric definition is not sufficient. Due to 

its explicit definition, it can be ray traced more quickly than and does not have the 

ambiguities of the traditional superconic. An explicit superconic surface, with conic 

constant k and vertex radius R. is defined as a fionction of r = yjx' + y' as follows, 

Cz^ + 2Bz + A = Q (215) 

where A. B. and C are explicit fiinctions of r, 

2n A  =  { k +  1 ) 1  R + c ^ r " + c ^ r  + . . .  +  c ^ ^ r '  
(2.16) 

B = \+b^r-+b^r*+...+ b^^r^ ^ ,7, 

C = s^/R + a^r + +... +^ 

The second-degree polynomial in Eq. 2.15 is solved to obtain a relation for the sag as an 

explicit function of r. 

- A C  (2.19) 

Example 

The utility of this explicit superconic is illustrated using a Cassegrain-type telescope. 

The telescope is shown in Fig. 2.15 and consists of a concave spherical primary mirror. 
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and an aspheric convex secondary mirror located near the ray caustic of the spherical 

primary. The first-order design parameters are given in Table 2.1. 

{^inn>mrTcr sufacc 

E^vrm-nuTor dkvTCicr 

ftinifN' miTOT f3 

Fig. 2.15 Spherical primary Cassegrain- Table 2.1 First-order design parameters for 
type telescope. Notice that the aspheric Cassegrain-type telescope with spherical 
secondar>' mirror is placed near the ray primary mirror 
caustic. 

We first designed the telescope using the standard aspheric surface description, 

Eq. (2.1) using ten coefficients, a base radius with nine aspheric terms. With nine 

aspheric terms to optimize, the lens design program iterated tens of thousands of 

optimization cycles to find the best solution. The optimization was purely "downhill," 

meaning that system improved each for each cycle of the optimization. The resulting 

vvavefront residual was about 1.5 waves peak to valley at a wavelength of 633 rmi. as 

shown in Fig. 2.16. Excluding the large wavefront deviation at the edge of the pupil, the 

peak to valley residual is still about a half of a wave. This solution was verified using a 

global search algorithm [30]. 

We then designed the telescope using an explicit superconic aspheric surface, also 

using ten coefficients. The solution space became more complex, and a purely 

"dovvnhiir' local optimization did not find the best solution. To find the best solution for 
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the system, we performed a global search of the solution space [33]. The wavefront 

residual of the globally optimized system was about 0.25 waves peak to valley, as shown 

in Fig. 2.17. This represents an order of magnitude improvement over the system 

designed with the standard asphere using the same number of coefficients. 

Fig. 2.16 The wavefront residual using 
standard aspheric description is about two 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 

Fig. 2.17 The wavefront residual using 
explicit superconic description is about 
0.25 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 
nm. 

An explicit superconic surface representation may be used to compensate highly 

aspheric vvavefronts when the standard aspheric definition falls short. As the surface sag 

of the explicit superconic surface is directly defined, ray tracing for this surface will be 

no more complex than for the standard aspheric surface. 

Radial spline 

A radial spline is a rotationally symmetric optical surface defined by discrete control 

points along the surface [1,30,31]. There are several numerical methods for interpolating 

a spline surface such that the sag, slope, and curvature are continuous at every point [48]. 

In one such method the slopes at designated radial heights are used as the control points. 

The equation for the sag is [1], 
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A/ {dh ) M idh ) M 
' ~ ' —4-—^ —+{S -—idH )}idh ) + {r 
6 i^dH ) 6 {dH )  i  2  '  '" -1  

t / 

M {dH )' 
i - A  i  (2.20) 

where. dH = H - H ^ (The zone width in which h lies) 

dh = H - h (The distance to the next larger zone from h) 

dh ^ = h — H ^ (The distance to h from the next smaller zone) 

and z is the sag of the surface 

h is the radial height of the surface 

Hj-i. Hi are the radial heights at which the spline slopes (S) are 

defined for the zone containing h. 

Zi-i is the sag at the control point Hm 

Sj-i is the slope at the control point Hm 

Mi-i, Mi are the curvatures at the control points Hi-i, Hi 

This equation is solved recursively. 

2 ( 5 - 5  )  
M . =  ^ ,  ( 2 . 2 1 )  

I dH I 
I 

( d H . )  
z . = ( d H . ) { S .  ' - ( M .  + 2 M ) }  +  z  ,  

/  /  /  6  / - I  I / - I  

(2.22) 
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Example 

We demonstrate the use of a Spline surface using the Cassegrain-type telescope 

shown in Fig. 2.15. Recall that the peak to valley wavefront residual for this system 

using a standard aspheric surface and an explicit superconic surface was 2 waves and 

0.25 waves, respectively. For the system designed using a Spline surface with 10 control 

points, the peak to valley wavefront residual is 5 waves as shown in Fig. 2.18. The 

presence of this relatively large wavefront residual means that the Spline surface needs 

more control points to better approximate the ideal surface. However, with more control 

points the ray tracing speed and the optimization speed will decrease. Note that given 

enough terms a Spline definition can theoretically model any surface. 

QBJ: 0.0000 DEC 
u •" 

1 

OPTICRL PATH DIFFERENCE 
LENS HfiS NO TITLE. 
UEO FEB 23 2dee 
MRXIHUM SCALE: •/- 5. 

e.633 

SCOTT R. LERNER 

Fig. 2.18 The wavefront residual using a radial spline description is about 
5 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 

Spline surfaces have a general form that allows them to represent highly aspheric 

surfaces and surfaces that compensate a high degree of wavefront asphericity. Despite 

this, they should only be used for optical design when absolutely necessary. Spline 
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surfaces do not have continuous third and higher order derivatives. Accordingly, the 

residual error of a Taylor expansion of a Spline surface will have high frequency 

components. In other words, they may introduce high order asphericity or "Spline 

wiggles". Moreover, as the ray tracing is very slow and complex compared with 

explicitly and implicitly defined surfaces, this general method for surface representation 

should be used with great caution [49]. 

Fourier series surface 

A Fourier expansion with basis fimctions that are cosine fianctions can represent 

almost any surface [50]. A rotationally symmetric Fourier series surface is defined as 

follows, 

-r + F(/-) = -r+ I a.-cos(—) = 0 (2.23) 
/ = 1 ' ^ 

where. P is the ma.\imum radial height of the surface. 

Example 

However, a Fourier series is not suitable as optical surface. To illustrate this, we 

revisit the example of a plano-convex singlet. A hyperbolic plano-convex singlet with 

eccentricity equal to its index of refraction perfectly focuses collimated light on-axis. A 

plano-convex lens represented by a Fourier expansion has very large transverse ray 

aberrations. We show such an aspheric lens represented by 10 Fourier terms. Fig. 2.19. 
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Fig. 2.19 A plano-convex lens represented by a Fourier expansion of 10 
terms has very large transverse ray aberrations. 

Recall that, both the surface sag and slope are needed to define an optical surface. 

While the series converges rapidly to the correct surface sag. the expansion will require 

hundreds of terms for the surface slope to converge. The surface slope determines the 

angle of refraction and therefore a Fourier surface is impractical as an optical surface. 

Transverse ray aberration plots are shown in Fig 2.20 for a plano-convex aspheric lens 

represent by a Fourier surface. Notice that even for the surface represented by 200 terms 

there is still a large aberration residual. 
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Fig. 2.20 Transverse ray aberration plots for a plano-convex aspheric singlet using a Fourier 
series expansion of a) 10 terms, b) 20 terms, c) 60 terms, d) 100 terms, and e) 200 terms. 
Although the Fourier series converges rapidly to the correct surface sag, it will take hundreds 
of terms to converge to the correct slope. Thus, the aberration residual remains large. 
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PARAMETRICALLY DEFINED SURFACES 

In this chapter we demonstrate that a parametrically defined asphere can compensate 

for a high degree of vvavefront asphericity better than the standard asphere, and with 

fewer terms. A parametric surface definition can also be used to represent highly 

aspheric surfaces as the surface normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis. Some 

examples of current interest are presented. 

A parametric definition is a more general definition of an optical surface than the 

standard asphere. Recall that the standard asphere is an explicit surface representation in 

which the surface sagitta height (sag), z, is defined as a function of the surface 

coordinates x and y using a single equation. In a parametrically defined surface, the 

surface sagitta is defined more generally by two or more equations, and at least one 

auxiliar>' variable. For example, an ellipsoidal aspheric surface can be represented 

parametrically by two equations and an auxiliary variable 0 as follows. 

Parametric definition of an optical surface 

(3.1) 

^ =-<^0 + <^0 COS^ (3.2) 

where. /• = ̂ x' + y' is the radial surface height, 

ao is the semi-major axis of the ellipse 
bi is the semi-minor axis of the ellipse 
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This parametric surface is equivalent to the elliptical surface defined by the standard 

aspheric surface representation. The advantage of this parametric definition is that it can 

be generalized to a greater extent than the standard aspheric definition of an ellipse. One 

such generalized representation is given in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4, 

In this representation, the coefficients 32, a4 Sir, define the same even order terms 

that they define in the standard aspheric surface. Eq. 2.1. The coefficients bs, hs 

bzm-i define odd order terms and represent a generalization of the standard aspheric 

surface. Note that when the coefficients bs, bs, ... , b2m+i are equal to zero the parametric 

definition is equivalent to the standard explicit aspheric definition and note that the 

coefficient bi is included in 3.4 such that the coefficients a2, a4, ... . a2i are consistent with 

the even order terms used in the standard aspheric representation. 

Additionally, the parametric representation of a surface is not unique [4], For 

e.xample the aspheric surface represented by Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 can equivalently be 

represented parametrically as follows. 

(3.3) 

g{0) = -a^ ->t- acosO + ̂ a^\b^sm6^' (3.4) 

m 

(3.5) 
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z = g(t) = -a^ + a Jl--^ + XOi/" (3.6) 

This definition parameterizes uses an alternate parameterization of an ellipse. The 

aspheric coefficients in Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 that represent deviations from the elliptical 

surface are identical to the coefficients used in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4. 

.A.S the aspheric coefficients b2j-i, in Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.6. modify the surface 

coordinate r. they represent surface deformations that are normal to the optical axis. It is 

the addition of these terms that enables a parametrically defined surface to represent a 

more general class of surfaces than the standard asphere. Specifically, parametrically 

defined surfaces are well suited to representing highly aspheric shapes where the surface 

normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis and in representing surfaces that 

compensate for a high degree of wavefront asphericity. Parametric equations are a useful 

tool for representing a wide variety of optical surfaces because they are more general than 

the standard aspheric representation and because there is great deal of freedom in 

choosing the surface parameterization. 

Ray tracing of rotationally symmetric parametric surfaces 

To implement a user-defined surface in current optical design programs, the user must 

define the surface sag and directional derivatives as a flinction of the coordinates x and y 
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[1.30.31]. This is straightforward for an explicit surface because the surface sag is 

defined directly as a function of the radial surface coordinate r = yjx' + y ' . 

rotationally symmetric parameterization of an optical surface consists of two 

functions of the same variable, one for the radial surface coordinate./* = /(/). and one for 

the surface sag. z = g{t). To find the surface sag, we first use Newton's method to 

iteratively approximate the auxiliary parameter t given the radial surface coordinate 

/ - = / ( / ) .  

_/(£^ (3.7) 
/•(/) 

The surface sag is then found by plugging the value obtained for t into the equation for 

the surface sag r = g{t). The directional derivatives as a function of x and y. which are 

directly related to the surface slope, are found by differentiating using the chain rule as 

follows, 

dz _ dz dt dr _ g\t) x (5-8) 

dx dt dr dx f\t) ^^2 ^2 

dz dz dt dr g\t) y (3-^) 

dy dt dr dy f\t) ^^2 ̂ ^2 

By calculating the surface sag and directional derivatives in this manner, a parametrically 

defined surface can be ray-traced using currently available optical design software. A 
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more elaborate ray-tracing algoritiim can be used to ray-trace a general non-rotationally 

symmetric surface [51 ]. 

The use of parametric surfaces to correct highly aberrated wavefronts 

We have found that a parametric surface representation is useful for describing 

surfaces that can correct highly aberrated wavefronts. N^Hien the standard aspheric 

surface description falls short, the correct surface for compensating an aberrated 

wavefront can be found exactly by analytically solving for the surface. Because finding 

the analytical surface explicitly may require intensive calculation, one may use a set of 

parametric equations to simplify the calculation. The surface can also be found 

approximately by optimizing the aspheric coefficients of a parametric surface using a lens 

design program. For correcting a high degree of wavefront asphericity a parametric 

surface description will be more general and will better approximate the ideal surface 

with fewer terms than the standard asphere. 

One well-known problem with using null correctors to test astronomical primary 

mirrors is the potential error they can introduce in the surface under test. Small errors in 

the fabrication or alignment of the null corrector itself can introduce large errors in the 

null test. A mirror with a single point diamond turned (SPDT) aspheric surface can be 

used to certify that the null corrector has been fabricated and assembled correctly. The 

SPDT null certifier simulates the astronomical primary mirror that the null corrector is 

designed to test. In the null test of the astronomical primary each ray reaches the mirror 

under test at normal incidence and retro-refiects back into the null lens. A null certifier. 
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placed almost in contact with the null corrector, is designed such that light reaches the 

certifying mirror at normal incidence and is then retro-reflected so that a null test 

condition is maintained. Figure 3.1. depicts such a null certification [52]. 

Fig. 3.1 Configuration to certify a null lens using an aspheric null certifying mirror. 

Fig 3.2 Given the surface description of an astronomical primary' mirror, we 
analytically solve for the parametric surface that describes the null certifier. A ray 
that intersects the astronomical mirror at normal incidence in the test 
configuration will intersect the null certifier at normal incidence in the certifying 
configuration. 

P*cos<0> 

! Null Corrector • P 

Null Certifying 

Mirror 

Asironomica! 
primar>' mirror 

Given the surface description of an astronomical primary mirror, we can analytically 

solve for the parametric surface that describes the null certifier. A ray that intersects the 

astronomical mirror at normal incidence in the test configuration will intersect the null 
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certifier at normal incidence in the certifying configuration as shown in figure 3.2. For 

each normal ray. the distance between the certifying mirror and the astronomical mirror 

will be constant, and equal to the vertex separation. P. We can then define the certifying 

surface parametrically as a fianction of the astronomical mirror surface coordinates z". 

and r". the vertex separation P. and the ray angle 0. 

We now solve for the primary mirror surface coordinates, z' and r', in terms of the ray 

angle. 0. For example, a test surface that is a parabola with radius R can be defined as 

follows. 

Because every ray is normal to the test surface we solve for t as a function of 0 by finding 

the surface normal. 

z = z'+ Pcos(0)- P 

r = r'- Psin(0) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

tan(^) = dz' t/R (3.14) 

dr' 1 
or. 

t = Rl3.n{6) (3.15) 

Substituting Eq. 3.15 into Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13, we obtain the relations. 
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, _ Rt3rr{0) 
2 

r' = /?tan(^) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

We can now substitute Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 into Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 to obtain the 

parametric definition of the null certifier located a distance P from the parabolic mirror. 

This analytical definition of the null certifier will exactly simulate the parabolic 

mirror. It is noteworthy that a Taylor expansion that defines the surface sag as a fiinction 

of axial height, z = F(r), will not converge to this ideal surface no matter how many 

terms are used. Thus, the standard aspheric surface description cannot be used. A 

Fourier e.xpansion of this surface will converge. However, recall that both the surface sag 

and the directional derivatives are needed to define an optical surface. The Fourier 

expansion will require hundreds of terms for the directional derivatives to converge 

making it impractical as an optical surface. 

While a Taylor expansion that defines the null certifier explicitly will not converge, a 

parametric Taylor series can be used to describe the surface. For the parametric 

expansion, the surface radial height is defined as an odd polynomial and the surface sag is 

defined as an even polynomial as shown in Eqs. 3.20 and 3.21. The radial height could 

+ Pcos(^) - P 
(3.18) 

z = 

r = /?tan(^)- PsinC^) (3.19) 
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alternately be expanded as an even polynomial. However, as the expansion is dominated 

by a linear term an odd polynomial converges more rapidly. 

z « a^e-+a^e^ + +... + (3.20) 

r ^ h O ^  + . . .  +  A  , ^ 2 ' "  ^  ( 3 . 2 1 )  
I 3 5 2m +1 

This series rapidly converges to the null certifying surface suggesting that a parametric 

Taylor series can be used as a general description for surfaces that compensate a high 

degree of wavefront asphericity. 

Furthermore, the coordinate r in Eq. 3.21 can be approximated by the first two terms 

of the series. The auxiliary parameter 0 can now be solved for directly rather thzm 

iteratively. The third degree polynomial has three explicit solutions for 0 as a function of 

r. At least one of the solutions is real. For example, if >0 and b~ >Othe solution of 

interest is. 

-2<l3b, + + llbr )" 

(r-7 ^ +  N / 3 7 4 6 , '  +  nb,r-

Substituting Eq. 3.22 into Eq. 3.20 we define the surface sag explicitly as a function of 

the radial surface height. Thus, the parametric representation is redefined allowing for 

faster and more stable ray tracing at the cost of generality. 

Despite this loss of generality, defining the radial coordinate r by a third degree 

polynomial is sufficiently general for representation of highly aspheric surfaces. This is 
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because a surface can equivalently be defined by several different parametric 

representations. The explicit surface described by Eqs. 3.20 and 3.22 can be used as a 

ver\- general surface that converges rapidly. 

To illustrate the utility of a parametric Taylor surface we present an example. We 

compare the performance of the truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) surface, Eqs. 3.20 and 

3.22. to the performance of the standard asphere. 
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Fig 3.3 The ray behavior for highly aberrated wavefronts is 
highly non-linear. We plot the ray angle versus the ray height 
near the surface of the null certifying mirror. 

As stated previously, the standard aspheric surface representation. Eq. 2.1. cannot 

properly describe the surface of the null certifying mirror, shown in Fig. 3.1, even if 

many aspheric terms are used because the explicit Taylor series does not converge. The 

Taylor series does not converge due to the highly non-linear behavior of the rays. While 

for well compensated wavefronts the tangent of the ray angle will have a linear 

dependence on the ray height, for highly aberrated wavefronts the behavior of the rays is 

highly non-linear. This non-linear behavior is shown in Fig. 3.3. The wavefront residual. 
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for a design where we used a 20'*' order standard asphere is shown in Fig. 3.4. A total of 

ten coefficients, were used to describe the null certifier. The peak to valley residual error 

is almost 2000 waves at 633 nm. A truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) aspheric surface 

can properly describe the null certifier with a total of eight coefficients. In this surface 

description, aspheric coefficients bi and bo account for non-linearity in the behavior of 

the rays. The peak to valley wavefront residual, as shown in Fig. 3.5, has been reduced to 

a twentieth of a wave at the 633 nm test wavelength. This represents an improvement of 

six orders of magnitude over the null certifier designed with the standard aspheric 

Scale: 0.01 waves @ 633 nm 
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Fig 3.4 Wavefront residual for standard 
aspheric surface null certifier using 10 
coefficients. The peak to valley wavefront 
residual is about 2000 waves for a test 
wavelength of 633 nm. 
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Fig 3.5 . Wavefront residual for tnmcated 
Parametric Taylor (TPT) null certifier using 
8 coefficients. The peak to valley wavefront 
residual is about 0.003 waves for a test 
wavelength of 633 nm. 
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WTien the standard aspheric surface description does not converge to the correct 

surface for correcting a highly aberrated wavefront a parametric surface description can 

be used. The surface can be found analytically by solving a set of parametric equations. 

The surface can also be found by optimizing the aspheric coefficients of a truncated 

parametric Taylor (TPT) surface. Eqs. 3.20 and 3.22. using a lens design program. The 

truncated parametric representation allows for faster and more stable ray tracing. The 

conclusion is that for compensating a high degree of wavefront asphericity. a parametric 

surface description will be more general and provide better correction with fewer 

coefficients than the standard asphere. 

Parametric representation for highly aspheric surfaces 

For highly aspheric surfaces, the standard aspheric representation is not suited to 

describing surfaces as the surface normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis. This 

is because it is an explicitly defined surface, and in an explicitly defined surface aspheric 

surface deformations are always oriented parallel to the optical axis. In contrast, a 

parametrical surface definition allows for aspheric surface deformations to be oriented 

either parallel to or perpendicular to the optical axis. Another characteristic of the 

standard aspheric description is that for steeply sloped regions a small change in the 

surface radial coordinate will correspond to a large change in the surface sag. In other 

words, the surfaces slope will be slowly varying with respect to the surface sag. This 

means that aspheric deformations to surface slope in these regions will be high order 
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deformations that are relatively large in magnitude. A parametric surface better 

represents a highly aspheric surface because it can be defined such that both the surface 

sag and radial coordinate will be slowly varying with respect to an auxiliary variable. 

Luminaire reflector 

An example of a highly aspheric surface that can be represented pzirametrically is a 

luminaire reflector. A luminaire reflector is used to collect light from a source and to 

provide a given irradiance distribution at an evaluation plane. The irradiance distribution 

at the evaluation plane will not only have an indirect component due to the source light 

that is reflected by the luminaire reflector, but will also have a direct component that is 

noi reflected by the luminaire. One method used to calculate the reflector surface for 

providing a given illumination at an evaluation plane is Elmer's equation [53]. Given the 

desired reflected ray angle P, Elmer's equation will be an analytic solution describing the 

proper reflector surface. If P=0, for example, then the surface will be a parabola. 

However, in general the surface will be found by solving Elmer's equation: 

,  r  .  a - B ,  
In— = ftan 
/ 2 

(3.23) 

where r and a describe the reflector in polar coordinates, f is the focal length of the 

reflector, p is the desired reflected ray angle. 
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Source Reflected ray 

uminarie 

Fig. 3.6 Diagram of Four-to-One Reflector 

The Four-to-One Reflector [53] is a solution of Elmer's equation in which 360° of 

light will be concentrated into 90° (for the two dimensional case). A diagram of a Four-

to-One Reflector is shown in Fig. 3.6. The angle of light coming from the source is a, 

and the angle of light reflected off of the luminaire is p. For lal< 135° light will be 

reflected by the luminaire. and for |a|> 135° light will reach the evaluation plane 

directly. The angles of the direct component of light at the evaluation plane will be 

uniformly distributed between ±45°. In a Four-to-One reflector P=a/3, so that the 

reflected component of light will have the same distribution. The solution of Elmer's 

equation for the Four-to-One reflector in polar coordinates is, 

^  a - f  c r  ( 3 - 2 4 )  
I n  —  =  J t a n  — =  - 3  l n [ c o s (  y ) ]  
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r = / 

(COSy) 
(3.25) 

Fig. 3.7 Ray trace of Four-to-One Reflector using parametricaily defined surface. Notice that 
the reflected ray angle is one-third of the incident ray angle. 

The parametric surface can be used to represent a polar surface in rectangular coordinates 

as follows. 

/ z = cos a (3.26) 
OL "K 

(COSy) 

/ y = sina 
(COSy) 
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In Fig. 3.7. we sliow a simulation of a parametricaily defined Four-to-One reflector 

surface. 

Parametric arc-length surface 

We demonstrate the ability of a parametric surface to define deformations for highly 

aspheric surfaces. A parametric arc-length surface (PAL) can be used to simulate 

fabrication errors normal to the surface of a conformal dome. We define a parametric 

surface defined such that the aspheric deformation is everywhere normal to the optical 

surface and is a function of the surface arc-length as follows. 

r = bsm6->t-N Fid) (3.28) 
/ 

z = acosO+N Fi^d) 
z (3.29) 

where F(d) is the aspheric surface deformation. 

The surface normals Nr and Nz are. 

N 
asinO 

(3.30) 

N 
bcosO 

(3.31) 

and the arc-length coordinate d is. 
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(3.32) 

Fig. 3.8 A periodic deformation added to 
an explicitly defined optical surface. As 
the surface normal becomes perpendicular 
to the optical a.\is. the deformation remains 
oriented parallel to the optical axis. 

Fig. 3.9 A periodic deformation added to a 
parametrically defined PAL optical surface 
such that the deformation is everywhere 
oriented normal to the optical surface. The 
period of the deformation remains constant 
along the surface. 

To illustrate a PAL surface, we compare an explicitly defined surface with a periodic 

deformation added (Fig. 3.8). and a parametrically defined PAL surface with a periodic 

deformation added (Fig. 3.9). In the explicitly defined surface the magnitude of the 

surface deformation decreases at increased radial distance even though the magnitude of 

periodic deformation remains constant. This is because an explicitly defined surface 

cannot represent a deformation oriented perpendicular to the optical axis. Also, the 
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surface length of each period increases even though the period of the deformation 

remains constant with respect to the axial coordinate r. This is caused by the large 

surface slope. Conversely, in the PAL surface the surface deformation has constant 

magnitude and period along the optical surface. 

Theoretical null configuration 

Aspheric 
reference mirror Conformal 

optical 
element, 

Test 
object/image 

Fig 3.10 A theoretical null configuration that uses a highly aspheric 
surface to compensate the high degree of wavefront asphericity produced 
by the conformal element. 

The truncated parametric Taylor surface, Eqs. 3.20 and 3.22, can be used to represent 

an aspheric surface that compensates a high degree of wavefront asphericity as the 

surface normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis. We demonstrate this ability 

with an example of a theoretical null test configuration for a conformal dome that has a 

high NA of 0.85. The null configuration, shown in Fig. 3.10, consists of the conformal 
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optical element under test, and an aspheric conformal null reference mirror. It is similar 

to null testing configurations for conformal optical surfaces that have been previously 

considered [44-46]. In this configuration, the conformal dome has a clear aperture of 60 

mm. a fineness ratio of 1.5. and is made of Magnesium Fluoride. A test beam is 

transmitted through the conformal optical element and is then retro-reflected by the 

aspheric null reference mirror. 
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Fig 3.11 The vvavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using the 
standard aspheric surface using 10 terms is 
0.3 waves PV. The scale of plot is 0.25 
waves at a wavelength of 3.9 microns. 

Fig 3.12 The wavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using a 
surface using a truncated Parametric Taylor 
(TPT) description with 10 coefficients is 
0.1 waves PV. The scale of plot is 0.25 
waves at a wavelength of 3.9 microns. 
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For purposes of comparison, we designed the example configuration using both a 

truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) surface representation having a total of ten terms and 

using a standard aspheric surface representation also having a total of ten terms. The 

parametric design and the standard aspheric design have the same first order properties. 

At a design wavelength of 3.9 microns, the wavefront residual is a factor of three smaller 

for the design using a parametric surface than with a standard asphere. as shown in Fig. 

3.11 and Fig 3.12. While this is not as dramatic as the improvement shown previously in 

this chapter, a factor of three still represents a significant improvement. 

The conclusion is that when the standard aspheric surface description falls short in 

describing a highly aspheric surface a parametric description can be used. A parametric 

definition better represents a highly aspheric surface because the parametric surface 

definition allows for aspheric surface deformations to be oriented either parallel to or 

perpendicular to the optical axis. 

Summary 

We have demonstrated that parametricaily defined optical surfaces can be used for 

compensating highly aberrated wavefronts and describing highly aspheric surfaces when 

the standard aspheric description is not adaquate. We have shown that because it is a 

more general surface description that it can better compensate highly aspheric wavefi-onts 

with fewer terms. Recall that optimization speed is proportional to the square of the 

number of variables used. Specifically, the truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) surface 

improved the wavefront residual by six orders of magnitude, compared to the standard 

asphere, in the example presented. We note that the tnmcated parametric Taylor (TPT) 
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surface was redefined so that its surface sag was found explicitly. This means that there 

is little or no ray-tracing disadvantage in using this surface description. Additionally, 

analytic parametric surface representations were used to represent highly aspheric 

surfaces as the surface normal became perpendicular to the optical axis. The two analytic 

examples presented were for simulating a luminaire reflector and for simulating surface 

deformations on a conformal dome. We also demonstrated that an TPT surface could be 

used to represent highly aspheric surfaces. In the example of a theoretical null 

configuration the wavefront residual was a factor of three better using an TPT surface. In 

summarv . we have presented an approach that uses parametrically defined aspheres with 

properties that allow them to effectively describe surfaces that can compensate for a high 

degree of wavefront asphericity and that can better describe highly aspheric surfaces. 
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IMPLICITLY DEFINED SURFACES 

This chapter presents an approach that uses implicitly defined optical surfaces for 

designing imaging and illumination systems. An approach in which the surface sag is 

defined implicitly can be more general eind easier to use in some situations. As implicit 

functions have a more general form than explicit functions, they can better describe 

highh aspheric surfaces that cannot be easily described using the standard explicit 

aspheric surface. Examples of current interest are shown. 

Implicit definition of an optical surface 

.A.n implicit representation is a more general definition of an optical surface that can 

be used lo describe surfaces that the standard explicit surface description is not suited to 

describing. An implicit surface defines the surface sag indirectly, so this generality is 

gained at the price of greater complexity in ray tracing and optimization. In the standard 

optical surface representation the surface sag is defined explicitly as a function of the 

coordinates x and y. The unique value for the surface sag at coordinates x and y is 

obtained directly by substitution. Conversely, the sag of em implicit surface is not defined 

directly as it is in an explicit surface. Instead, it is defined indirectly in a more general 

form by a function of x. y, and z, f{x,y\z) = 0. In Fig. 4.1, we show the surface function 

J\x.y.-) for a given value of x and y. The roots of the surface fiinction define the sag of 
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the surface. For a given x and y the surface sag. z, is a value that satisfies the relation 

/(.V. v.r) = 0 and is obtained iteratively. For example, an elliptical surface whose major 

axis and minor axis are a and b respectively can be defined implicitly as follows. 

2 2 
/(/•,z) = -^ + ̂ -l=0 (4.1) 

a~ b~ 
where, r  = ^ j x '  + v" 

We note that lens design programs usually represent an ellipse explicitly using the 

standard aspheric surface as defined in Eq. 2.1 to allow for faster ray tracing and for an 

unambiguous surface definition. 

As multiple roots exist, the sag of an implicit surface is ambiguously defined. This 

ambiguity must be removed such that the implicit surface function will define a smooth 

one-to-one optical surface. In Fig 4.2 we show an implicitly defined surface for which 

the ambiguity has not been resolved. The surface is not one-to-one because for each 

\ alue of X and y the surface function has different roots that define the sag for four 

separate surface solutions. In representing the optical surface, the lens design program 

"hops" between these four solutions. 
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Fig. 4.1 Plot of the implicit surface function f(x.y.z) for a given x and y. The roots of the 
surface function define the sag of the surface. Notice that multiple roots exist and the sag 
is ambiguously defined. 

Fig. 4.2 Drawing of an implicitly defined surface for which the ambiguity in the 
definition has not been resolved. The solid line is the surface as defined by the lens 
design program. The dashed lines represent the four different solutions that the surface 
function defines. 
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Ray tracing implicitly defined surfaces 

Ray tracing of an implicitly defined surface differs from ray tracing of an explicitly 

defined surface in that the surface sag is approximated iteratively and that the ambiguity 

in the implicit definition must be removed. While Newton's method, as shown in Eq 4.1, 

can be used to find a solution for the sag of an implicitly defined surface it is not 

guaranteed to find the correct solution. 

f X x , y , z )  
= z . -  ( 4 . 1 )  

^  +  l  ^  f { x , y , z ) - r  

For proper ray tracing. Newton's method must be used in such a way that the 

ambiguity is reduced or removed. One such method is the use of a bounding box that 

defines ma.ximum absolute values of the surface coordinates [1]. Solutions of the implicit 

surface function that are outside of the bounding box are then disallowed. For example, 

if in Fig 4.2 surface 2 is the solution of interest, then a bounding box as shown in Fig. 4.3 

eliminates solutions 1 and 4 by disallowing sag values larger than the maximum sag of 

solution 2. Notice that the bounding box does not disallow solution 3. Therefore, in this 

case, another method is necessary to fully remove the ambiguity. We note that when 

using an implicit surface definition with a bounding box the solution space is restricted to 

where the surface can be ray traced imambiguously. In practice a bounded implicit 

surface representation is of general utility despite this limitation. 
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A technique that uses a guide surface can be used to resolve ambiguity in an implicit 

surface representation when a bounding box is not sufficient. We define a guide surface 

as an explicit surface that approximates shape of the implicit surface. The surface sag of 

the explicit guide surface is then used as the sag value for the first iteration of Eq. 4.1. 

•Application of Newton's method will in general find the solution closest to this guide 

surface. The use of a guide surface has the minor limitation that it does not remove the 

surface ambiguity in the vicinity of a degenerate surface solution. However, the use of a 

guide surface enables ray tracing of implicit surfaces when the use of a bounding box is 

not sufficient. 

Fig. 4.3 The use of a bounding box partially eliminates the ambiguity in the 
implicit surface definition. Surface solutions that lie outside of the 
bounding box are disallowed. Notice that in this case the bounding box 
does remove the surface ambiguity entirely and does not disallow solution 3. 
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Implicit definition of a null certifier 

We have found that an implicit surface representation is useful for describing surfaces 

that can correct highly aberrated wavefronts. When the standard aspheric surface 

description in not adaquate. the correct surface for compensating an aberrated wavefront 

can be found exactly by analytically solving for a parametric definition of the surface. 

The use of a parametric surface has the ray-tracing disadvantage that two equations must 

be used. However, solving for an implicit representation of the parametric surface by 

eliminating the au,xiliar>' parametric variable allows for the optical surface to be 

represented using only one equation. An implicit definition that uses only one equation 

will ray trace more quickly than the equivalent parametric definition. 

Fig. 4.4 Configuration to certify a null lens using an aspheric null certifying 
mirror. 

To illustrate the use of an implicit surface to correct a highly aberrated wavefront we 

return to the previously discussed example of a null certifier used to simulate a parabolic 

mirror shown in Fig. 4.4. Recall that the shape of the null certifying mirror was 

analytically solved for using a parametric definition as given in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3: 
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Rx.^rr{0) 
1- Pcos{0) — P 

(4.2) 

r = Rx.zn{6)- fsinC^) (4.3) 

The au.xiliar\- parameter 0 is then eliminated from these equations to obtain the surface 

dcfiniiion as a function of the coordinates r and z only. 

This implicit definition of the null certifier will exactly simulate the parabolic mirror, as 

did the parametric definition shown previously. While solving for an analytical implicit 

surface is not always practical for optical design, this example illustrates that the form of 

an optical surface is in general implicit and includes z-polynomial terms. 

An implicit xyz-polynomial aspheric representation is an implicit generalization of 

the standard aspheric optical surface that can be used to compensate a highly aspheric 

\Na\efront. .A. rotationally symmetric xyz-polynomial asphere is implicitly defined as 

follows. The additional z-polynomial terms, makes our surface definition implicit, 

because the sag height, z, in no longer directly a function of x. and y. 

F(r.-) = r-{4P'^ -4/'^[3/? +4r] + 4/--[r- + z ~ ] +  R - [ r -  +322"]-

4 P [ / ? ^  +  5 R r -  - \6R-z  -  2r~z  +  \2Rz- ] -

AR[ 5 r ~ z  +  4 - ' ' ]  +  A P ~ [ ' } > R ~  -  W R z  -  2 [ r ~  + z - ] ] }  
(4.4) 

Implicit xyz-polynomial aspheric surface 
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F i x . y . : )  =  -
\ + yJ\-{\ + 

c(x 
(4.5) 

where r  =  y j x '  + y' . 

With the exception of the addition of z-polynomial terms, the xyz-polynomial asphere 

is identical to the standard asphere. This means that standard aspheric surfaces can be 

converted directly into xyz-polynomiai surfaces by the addition of z-polynomial terms. 

This avoids the laborious process of converting between two dissimilar surface 

representations. We have found that, because of its general form, it can be highly 

effective in describing optical surfaces that compensate for very high order aberrations 

using a few relatively low order terms. 

The naming convention for the aspheric coefficients of the xyz-polynomial is as 

follows. The letter of the coefficient corresponds to the degree of z in the aspheric term 

and the number of the subscript corresponds to the degree of r = -Jx' +y' . Coefficients 

for terms that are independent of z are labeled a;;. This is consistent with Eq. 4.1. Recall 

that these aspheric terms are independent of z and are common to both the XYZ-

polynomial and the standard aspheric surface. Coefficients for terms with a linear, 

quadratic, cubic dependence on z are labeled b:,. c^i. and d^i respectively. These 

correspond to the coefficients ai(2,,. 22(20. ^id 33,2.) of Eq. 4.1. Coefficients for terms with a 

4''' and higher order dependence upon z are labeled Cy,. f2,, etc. Hereafter, this convention 

will be used. 
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4.5 Wavefront residual for xyz-polynomial aspheric null certifier. The 
peak to valley wavefront residual is about one-twentieth of a wave for a 
test wavelength of 633 nm. 

We again return to the example of the null certifier. Fig. 4.4. to illustrate the use of an 

implicit .\yz-polynomial aspheric surface to properly describe the highly aspheric surface. 

The design uses an xyz-polynomial with a total of ten terms as shown in Eq. 4.6. 

F(r. r) = -J + ^ b^r'z + b^r'*: + Cor" + c~r'~' + dz' + d.r'z' + = 0 (4.6) 

where. R - ̂ x' + y-

In this surface description, the z-polynomial terms account for non-linearity in the 

behavior of the rays. The peak to valley wavefront residual using an xyz-polynomial, as 
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shown in figure 4.5. has been reduced to a twentieth of a wave at the 633 nm. This 

represents an improvement of over four orders of magnitude over the null certifier 

designed with the standard aspheric surface. Recall that the wavefront residual for the 

design using a 20'*' standard asphere was 2000 waves at 633 nm. 

Optimization of Implicitly Defined Surfaces 

Individual terms of an implicitly defined surface are not independent of each other as 

they are in an e.xplicitly defined surface. Thus, the form of the contribution of each 

implicit aspheric term varies for each surface description and the optimization of 

implicitly defined surfaces differs from the optimization of e.xplicit surfaces in that the 

solution space of an implicit surface is larger and more complex. A purely "downhill" 

optimization in which the system improves at each cycle will not be sufficient to find the 

best solution. 

To illustrate the complexity of the solution space, we examine the effect on the 

aberration residual of perturbing individual implicit xyz-polynomial terms for two 

different designs of the same system. Both configurations are identical and use one 

implicitly defined surface. The implicit aspheric surface has the exact same shape in both 

designs. The difference between the two designs is that the xyz-polynomial asphere 

describes the same shape in two different ways. The effect of perturbing identical terms 

is different for the two descriptions and is shown in Fig. 4.6. It is this variability that 

makes design using implicit surfaces both more complex and more general. Therefore, a 

more elaborate optimization strategy is necessary to exhaustively search the solution 
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space. In optimizing implicit surfaces, the use of a catalyst variable, a semi global 

optimization macro [33]. or a global search algorithm [30] can be used to find the best 

solution. 

The use of a catalyst variable can facilitate optimization when using an implicitly 

defined surface. The complex solution space may contain many local minima. A catalyst 

\ ariable allows the design to avoid a local minimum of the merit function by giving the 

optimization an extra degree of freedom. For example, an extra aspheric coefficient can 

be used as the catalyst variable. Allowing the coefficient to deviate from its nominal 

\ alue at the start of optimization and then return to its nominal value later may allow the 

optimization to avoid a local minimum. In the example shown in Fig 4.7. a local 

minimum exists and therefore a strictly "downhill" optimization will find that local 

minimum rather than the global minimum. However, the addition of a catalyst variable 

allows a strictly "downhill" optimization to find the lower global minimum. The merit 

function of the solution space is plotted as a function of two variables. Two distinct 

optimization paths are shown as bold lines. Thus, a catalyst variable is tool that helps 

prev ent design optimization from stagnating at a local minimum. 
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Wavefront residual for design 1 
(Null configuration) 

Wavefront residual for design 2 
(Null configuration) 
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j Fig. 4.6 Wavefront residuals for two different designs of the same null configuration. 
' The contribution of individual implicit aspheric terms is dependent upon the values the 
! other aspheric terms in the surface description. Recall that for an explicit surface 
i description the contribution of individual aspheric terms is independent of the other 
! terms in the representation. 
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Fig 4.7 A catalyst variable can be used to avoid a local minimum in the 
solution space. The path to the global minimum in which only one 
variable is used contains a local minimum, while the path with the 
addition of a catalyst variable does not. 

Another approach that can be used to optimize an initial design is the use of a semi-

global optimization (SGO) macro that we wrote for use in the lens design program CODE 

V [1], From the initial prescription the SGO macro optimizes a given system while 

maintaining the first-order features of the initial design. 

When optimizing a system in an interactive way a designer will modify little by little 

a firsi-order design to a well-corrected system. This is done by first optimizing the system 

to find a local minimum. The system is perturbed, and then re-optimized, so that a new 

local minimum is obtained. The process is repeated until a semi-global minimum is 

found. Experience permits the designer to judge what kind of perturbing operations 
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might be fruitful. Systems the use implicit surfaces can be designed in this time-

consuming maimer. 

We have reduced the labor by writing an SGO macro that mimics the designer, and 

produces a diverse set of solutions. First the system is optimized to find a local 

minimum. The system is then perturbed, and re-optimized to find a new local minimum. 

.A.t the beginning stages of optimization moderate increases in the merit function are 

allowed. This allows the macro to e.xplore more of the design space than it would 

otherwise. Later on in the optimization process only steps that decrease the merit 

function are allowed. Optimization continues until the system is no longer improving. 

The use of a macro has the advantage that it doesn't require the valuable time of a person. 

Due to the random nature of our optimisation, both the initial input and chance will 

determine the design of the final system. Balancing these two effects on the final design 

is critical for optimization performance. With too much randomness in our optimization, 

the initial design could be lost. With too little randomness, the final design cannot venture 

very far from the initial design. Ultimately the random nature of our optimization is 

determined by the size of the perturbations that we use in our macro. 

Perturbing operations that are used in our macro include: changing element spacings, 

adding or removing aspheric coefficients, increasing the numerical aperture, scaling the 

system, and modifying the merit function. By randomly performing one of these 

operations and then re-optimizing to find a new-local minimum, our SGO macro indeed 

slowly modified the system to a semi-global minimum. The probability for choosing 

each operation was equal at the beginning of optimization. During optimization the 
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probability of choosing a given operation changed, based on the relative success of that 

operation. Optimization continues until a semi-global minimum was found. 

A global optimization algorithm can also be used to facilitate the design of systems 

that use implicit optical surfaces [30]. It is most useful for final optimization of a design 

and therefore represents a powerful approach for optimizing implicit aspheric 

coefficients. 

In summary, a catalyst variable, a semi global optimization macro [33], and a global 

search algorithm [30] represent three approaches that can be used to optimize an implicit 

surface. The type and complexity of the system design determines the relative 

effectiveness of each of these approaches. 

Implicit representation of steeply sloped surfaces 

In the previous chapter a parametric surface approach for representing steeply sloped 

surfaces as the surface normal became perpendicular to the optical axis was discussed. 

As an implicit surface representation can be obtained by eliminating the auxiliary 

parameter from a set of parametric equations, such a representation can also be used to 

represent steeply sloped surfaces. Again, the point is that the general form of an implicit 

surface allows it to represent highly aspheric surfaces. 

To illustrate the use of an implicit surface in representing a steeply sloped surface we 

return to the previously discussed example of a Four-to-One Reflector [53] in which 360o 

of light is concentrated into 90° (for the two dimensional case). A diagram of the Four-
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to-One Reflector is shown in Fig. 4.8. Recall that the shape of the Four-to-One reflector 

was analytically solved for using a parametric definition as given in Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8: 

/ 
(cos—) 

J 

-cosor 

y = f 

(cos 
-smor 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Fig. 4.8 Ray trace of Four-to-One Reflector using an implicitly defined 
surface. Notice that the reflected ray angle is one-third of the incident 
rav anele. 

To obtain an implicit representation of the surface we first solve for the auxiliary 

parameter q.. 

1̂  r 
-I a = 3/^ cos ( p - + z - )  

I ^ 
(4.9) 
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By plugging Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 into equation 4.7 we obtain the relation. 

cos 
1 ^  f  

-I 3 c o s  
J.V 

( p - + r - )  _ 2 \  6  

Simplifying. 

(4.10) 

F i x ,  y . z )  =  z -  /(4 - 3(.r- + j'" + r") ̂ ) = 0 (4.11) 

The implicit function, Eq. 4.11, can be used to definite Four-to-One Reflector that is 

steeply sloped and highly aspheric. 

Test 
object/image 
point 

Conformal aspheric 
reference mirror 

Conformal element 

Fig. 4.9 Example of the use of an xyz-polynomial to correct 
a vvavefront with a high degree of asphericity. The 
example is a null configuration that uses an xyz-polynomial 
surface to compensate the high degree of wavefront 
asphericity produced by the conformal element. 

We demonstrate the ability of an implicit xyz-polynomial aspheric surface to 

represent highly aspheric surfaces with an example. The example is a theoretical null test 

configuration for a conformal dome that has a very high NA of 0.995. The null 
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configuration, shown in Fig. 4.9, consists of a conformal optical element under test, and 

an steeply sloped null reference mirror. In this configuration, the conformal dome has a 

clear aperture of 60 mm. a fineness ratio of 1.5. and is made of Zinc Selenide. A test 

beam is transmitted through the conformal optical element and is then retro-reflected by 

the aspheric null reference mirror. 

For purposes of comparison, we designed the example configuration using both an 

implicit xyz-polynomial surface representation having a total of ten terms and using a 

standard aspheric surface representation having a total of twenty terms. The xyz-

poh nomial design and the standard aspheric design have the same first order properties, 

and were both optimized using a global search algorithm [30]. At a design wavelength of 

3.9 microns, the wavefront residual is two orders of magnitude smaller for the design 

using an xyz-polynomial than with a standard asphere. as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig 

4.11. The xyz-polynomial design has the additional advantage of low wavefront slope. 

In the standard aspheric design, the wavefront slope becomes very large at the edge of the 

pupil, due to the high degree of the terms needed to describe the surface. A small 

wavefront slope is advantageous because the transverse ray aberrations are proportional 

to the wavefront slope. 
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Fig 4.10. The wavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using an 
.\yz-polynomial surface using 10 terms is 
1/20 of a wave PV. Additionally, the 
design features low wavefront slope. The 
scale of plot is 0.1 waves at a wavelength 
of 3.9 microns. 
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Fig 4.11. The wavefront residual for the 
theoretical null configuration using the 
standard aspheric surface using 20 terms 
is 3 waves PV. Notice the large 
wavefront slope at the edge of the pupil. 
The scale of plot is 5 waves at a 
wavelength of 3.9 microns. 

In summary, an xyz-polynomial surface representation can be used to represent 

highly aspheric surfaces as the surface normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis. 

The exaniples presented illustrate that when the standard explicit surface description falls 

short in describing steeply sloped surfaces, the addition of z-polynomial terms makes the 

an xyz-polynomial more general and better able to describe such surfaces. 

Simulation of fabrication errors on implicitly defined surfaces 

It is sometimes necessary to simulate fabrication errors on a surface. With an explicit 

surface, such as the standard asphere, the error terms can be added to the surface 

description directly. 

F { x , y , z )  =  — z  +  f { ^ x , y )  + e r r o r  4.12 
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In contrast, we cannot add error terms directly to the implicit surface description 

because with an implicitly defined surface, we do not have a direct definition of the 

surface sag height, z. We must add error terms in the following manner. 

F(.Y. y,z)  = F(.R, y,  z'-error) = 0 4.13 

We simulate errors by substituting, z with z' - error, where the surface sag 

without fabrication errors is z. and the surface sag with fabrication errors is z*. For 

example, an implicitly defined Four-to-One reflector surface, Eq. 4.11, with a rotationally 

symmetric quadratic error of magnitude e would be simulated in the following manner. 

error = £(x' + >'")  4 .14 

F^x.y.z)  = F{x.y,z'-error) = F{x^y,z'—£{x' + y'))  4.15 

F(x.y.z'-s(x- +>'•))  =[z ' -^( .Y- +y-)]- / (4-3( . r -  + y- +[z'-e{x- +>'-)]-)^)  =  0 4.16 

Thus, the substitution allows the simulation of fabrication errors in an intrinsically 

defined surface. 

Summary 

We have demonstrated that implicitly defined optical surfaces can be used for 

compensating highly aberrated wavefi-onts and describing highly aspheric surfaces when 

the standard aspheric description falls short. Implicitly defined surfaces are both more 

complex and more general than a standard explicit asphere. Ray tracing and optimization 
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strategies were discussed in light of this complexity. We have shown that as an xyz-

polynomial is a more general surface description it can better compensate highly aspheric 

wavefronts with fewer terms. Specifically, the xyz-polynomial surface improved the 

wavefront residual by four orders of magnitude, compared to the standard asphere. for the 

example of a null certifier. Additionally, an analytic implicit surface representation was 

used to represent a highly aspheric surface as the surface normal became perpendicular to 

the optical axis. The analytic example presented was for simulating a Four-to-One 

luminaire reflector. We also demonstrated that a xyz-polynomial could be used to 

represent highly aspheric surfaces. In the example of a theoretical null configuration the 

wavefront residual was two orders of magnitude better when using an xyz-polynomial 

description than when using the standard aspheric description. In summary, we have 

presented an approach that uses implicitly defined aspheres with properties that allow 

them to effectively describe surfaces that can compensate for a high degree of wavefront 

asphericity and can better describe highly aspheric surfaces. 
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COMPARISON OF SURFACE TYPES 

This chapter presents a comparison of the optical surface descriptions discussed in 

this dissertation. The surface descriptions of interest, defined in Table 5.1 are: standard 

aspheric, superconic. explicit superconic, truncated parametric Taylor (TPT), and xyz-

polynomial. Examples are presented to compare the ability of the surfaces to correct 

highly aspheric vvavefronts and to represent highly aspheric surfaces. Ray tracing speed 

and optimization complexity are discussed. In designing an optical system, the 

optimization strategy and complexity strongly depend upon the surface representation 

being used. The proper choice of surface representation facilitates the ability of the 

design program to quickly approximate the ideal surface. A table is given to summarize 

the essential properties of each of the surface types discussed. 

Spherical primary telescope 

An example of a spherical primary telescope illustrates the utility of novel aspheric 

surface descriptions. In this example the ability of the surface representations to 

compensate this wavefront asphericity is explored. The secondary mirror of a spherical 

primary telescope compensates for a high degree of wavefront asphericity. The telescope 

is shown in Fig. 5.1 and consists of a concave spherical primary mirror, and an aspheric 

convex secondary mirror located near the ray caustic of the spherical primary. The first-

order design parameters are given in Table 5.2. 
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Standard .^spheric 
2 / 

\ + y / \ - ( l + k)c^- r' ^ 

Superconic 

Az- - IBz  +  C  =  0  

where, s '  =  x '  +  y" +  r" 

A = { k  +  \ ) I R  

5 = 1 + bjS' + 64^ ̂ +... + 

C = S'/R + + ... + Cn„S'" 

Explicit Superconic 

B-^B' -AC 
A 

where. A =  {k  +  \ ) !  R  +  c^r '  +... + c,„r 

B = l+b^r' •¥b^r* + ... + 63,/"" 

C = S-/R-^ a^r* + +... + 

Truncated Parametric 
Taylor (TPT) 

r =b^0 + b^O" 

Z = ^0* •'r 0^0'' Q-,j0~' 

XYZ-Polynomial - ' , /• - , , : : ' " 0 
I +-^1 - (1 + A:)c r .=0 /=o / = ! 

Table 5.1 Equations defining the five surface descriptions that will be 
compared in this chapter 

The telescope was designed using five different aspheric surface descriptions: 

standard aspheric, superconic, explicit superconic, truncated parametric Taylor, and xyz-

polynomial. For each of the descriptions, ten or fewer coefficients were used in the 

optimization. The resulting wavefront residuals are shown in Figs. 5.2-5.6 and Table 5.3 

summarizes the performance of the designs. 
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Fig. 5.1 Spherical primary Cassegrain-
type telescope. Notice that the aspheric 
secondary mirror is placed near to the ray 
caustic. 
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Table 5.2 First-order design parameters for 
Cassegrain-type telescope with spherical 
primary mirror 

Fig. 5.2 The vvavefront residual using the 
standard aspheric description is about two 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 

Fig. 5.3 The wavefront residual using a 
superconic aspheric description is about Vz 

wave P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 
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Fig. 5.4 The wavefront residual using an Fig. 5.5 The wavefront residual using a 
e.xplicit superconic description is about TPT aspheric description is about 0.02 
0.25 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 
nm. 
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Fig. 5.6 The wavefront residual using an xyz-polynomial description is 
about 0.25 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 

Surface Description RMS wavefront residual (a). 633 nm 

Standard Aspheric 0.329 waves 
Superconic 0.069 waves 

Explicit Superconic 0.051 waves 
Truncated Parametric Taylor 0.005 waves 

XYZ-polynomial 0.035 waves 

Table 5.3 Performance summary of spherical primary telescope using 
different aspheric surface representations. 

In this case, due to the high wavefront asphericity the standard aspheric description 

does not properly represent the aspheric secondary mirror. The superconic. explicit 

superconic. and xyz-polynomial representations compensate the wavefront asphericity an 

order of magnitude better that the standard asphere. The truncated parametric Taylor 

representation performs two orders of magnitude better than the standard asphere. 

Beam expander/contractor 

We present an example of a 13-to-l beam expander/contractor to further illustrate the 

utility of novel aspheric surface descriptions. In this example the ability of the surface 

representations to represent highly aspheric surfaces and compensate high wavefront 

asphericity is compared. The beam expander/contractor is shown in Fig. 5.7 and consists 
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of two concentric spherical mirrors and a plano-convex aspheric lens. The aspheric lens 

compensates the wavefront asphericity introduced by the spherical mirrors. The first-

order design parameters are given in Table 5.4. Note that as the aspheric lens is located 

near a caustic the system changes the beam intensity profile. 

The beam expander was designed using the five different aspheric surface 

descriptions: standard aspheric, superconic, explicit superconic, truncated parametric 

Taylor, and xyz-polynomial. For each of the descriptions, ten or fewer coefficients were 

used in optimization. The resulting wavefi-ont residuals are shown in Figs. 5.8-5.12 and 

Table 5.5 summarizes the performance of the designs. 

Fig. 5.7 Beam expander/contractor. Notice that the aspheric plano-convex 
lens is placed near to the ray caustic. 
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Primary mirror Spherical 
Primary mirror radius of cur\'ature -2000 mm 
Primary mirror diameter 1.4 m 
Primary mirror f/# 0.714 
Secondary' mirror Spherical 
Secondary mirror radius of curvature -1200 
Vertex separation of primary and secondary mirrors 800 mm 
Lens Plano-aspheric 
Lens thickness 75 mm 
Vertex separation of secondary mirror and lens 255 mm 
Output beam diameter 107 mm 

Table 5.4 First-order design parameters for beam expander/contractor with spherical 
primar}' and secondary mirrors. 

Surface Description RMS wavefront residual 
(Si 633 nm 

Standard Aspheric 5847 waves 
Superconic 13.5 waves 

Explicit Superconic 2.99 waves 
Truncated Parametric Taylor < 0.001 waves 

XYZ-polynomial 0.035 waves 

Table 5.5 Performance summary of beam expander/contractor telescope using different 
aspheric surface representations. 

Due to the high wavefront asphericity and the highly aspheric shape needed to correct 

the wavefront asphericity the standard aspheric in inadequate for representing aspheric 

lens in the beam expander/contractor. While the superconic and explicit superconic 

designs also do not adequately describe the aspheric lens they have a wavefront residual 

two and three orders of magnitude (respectively) smaller than the standard aspheric 

system. Both the xyz-polynomial and truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) representations 

properly describe the aspheric lens, having rms wavefront residuals of 0.035 waves and < 

0.001 waves respectively. In this example, the truncated parametric Taylor 
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representation performs more than seven orders of magnitude better than the standard 

aspheric design and the xyz-polynomial representation six orders of magnitude better. 
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Fig. 5.8 The wavefront residual using the Fig. 5.9 The wavefront residual using a 
standard aspheric description is about 50,000 superconic aspheric description is about 70 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 
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Fig. 5.10 The wavefront residual using an Fig. 5.11 The wavefront residual using a TPT 
explicit superconic description is about 10 aspheric description is 0.002 waves P-V for a 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. wavelength of 633 nm. 
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Fig. 5.12 The wavefront residual using an xyz-polynomial description is about 
0.1 waves P-V for a wavelength of 633 nm. 
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Conformal null configuration 

Null testing configurations that use novel aspheric surfaces represent an improvement 

upon null testing configurations for conformal optical surfaces that have been previously 

considered [44-47]. The use of novel aspheric surfaces simplifies the design of null 

correctors for conformal optics by allowing the compensation of high order wavefront 

asphericity with a single aspheric surface. We present an example null configuration to 

demonstrate the relative effectiveness in using the five aspheric surface representations. 

The double pass null configuration, shown in Fig. 5.13. consists of a plano-convex 

aspheric null lens, the conformal dome under test, and a spherical reference mirror. The 

conformal dome has a clear aperture of 60 mm, a fineness ratio of 1.5. and is made of 

Zinc Seienide. The plano-convex null lens compensates for the wavefront asphericity 

introduced by the conformal optical element such that the wavefront transmitted by the 

element will be spherical. A spherical reference mirror is then used to retro-reflect the 

lest beam back through the conformal optic and null corrector. 

Fig 5.13 Null test configuration for consisting of an 
aspheric null lens and a spherical reference mirror. The 
conformal dome is the element under test. 
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All five surface representations fail to compensate the wavefront asphericity in the 

center of the pupil as shown in Figs. 5.14-5.18. Note that for both the truncated 

parametric Taylor and the xyz-polynomial representations the region for which the 

wavefront is not well corrected is narrow. The rms wavefront residual performance of 

the five designs is summarized in Table 5.6. The truncated parametric Taylor design has 

a wavefront residual four orders of magnitude smaller than the standard aspheric design 

and the xyz-polynomial design has a wavefront residual five orders of magnitude smaller. 

Surface Description RMS wavefront residual (a). 1.06 um 

Standard Aspheric 85 waves 
Superconic 0.189 waves 

Explicit Superconic 0.090 waves 
Truncated Parametric Taylor 0.014 waves 

XYZ-polynomial 0.001 waves 

Table 5.6 Performance summary of theoretical null configuration using 
different aspheric surface representations. 
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Fig. 5.14 The wavefront residual using the Fig. 5.15 The wavefront residual using a 
standard aspheric description is about 600 superconic aspheric description is 750 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 1.06 ^m. waves P-V for a wavelength of 1.06 |im. 
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Fig. 5.16 The wavefront residual using an Fig. 5.17 The wavefront residual using a 
explicit superconic description is about 750 TPT aspheric description is about 300 
waves P-V for a wavelength of 1.06 (im. waves P-V for a wavelength of 1.06 |i.m. 
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Fig. 5.18 The wavefront residual using an xyz-polynomial 
description is about 1000 waves P-V for a wavelength of 
1.06 Jim. 

The large aberrations at the center of the pupil can be explained by tracing light 

normal to the spherical reference mirror backwards through the system, as shown in Fig 

5.19. In this single pass analysis of the identical configuration shown in Fig. 5.13 the null 

lens is located inside of a caustic explaining why compensation is impossible. 

Fig. 5.19 Light normal to the reference mirror is traced backwards though the system in 
this single pass analysis of the null configuration. The null lens is located inside of the 
caustic explaining why compensation is impossible. 
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Comparison of ray tracing 

When choosing a surface representation ray tracing speed should be considered. In 

general, explicit surface descriptions with few terms are preferable to more elaborate 

representations. However, when the standard explicit aspheric surface does not provide 

the wavefront correction needed a novel aspheric description is necessary despite its ray 

tracing disadvantages. 

Surfaces for which the ray intersection and surface sag can be explicitly calculated 

will ray trace more quickly than surfaces for which the intersection must be found 

iieratively. Each iterative calculation slows down ray tracing by a factor approximately 

equal to the number of iterations needed and each iterative calculation multiplicatively 

slows down the ray-tracing algorithm. Thus, the theoretical time that it takes to ray-trace 

a given surface representation is proportional to the product of the number of iterations 

needed for each iterative calculation. The speed is then estimated by , where s is the 

number of iterative calculations and n is the number of iterations needed for each 

calculation. 

Both the ray intersection and surface sag of a conic (or spherical) surface is calculated 

explicitly and therefore these surfaces have a theoretical ray tracing speed proportional to 

one. The ray intersection for other surface types is found iteratively. For explicit 

surfaces the surface sag is calculated, while for implicit and parametric surface types one 

and two iterative steps are required respectively. Therefore in general an explicit surface 
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has a ray tracing speed proportional to n. and implicit and parametric surfaces have 

speeds proportional to n' and n" respectively. Note that the truncated parametric Taylor 

surface was redefined such that the surface sag is explicitly defined. The theoretical ray 

tracing speed of various surface types are given in Table 5.7. 

! Surface Type Theoretical Ray Tracing Speed 
i Spherical 1 
i Conic 1 

Standard Aspheric n 
i Explicit Superconic n 

Superconic n' 
I XYZ-Polynomial n' 

Parametric Taylor n' 
j Truncated Parametric Taylor n 

Table 5.6 Relative theoretical ray tracing speed for various surface representations. The 
ray tracing speed depends upon the number of iterative calculations that are needed. 

Optimization 

In designing an optical system, the optimization strategy strongly depends upon the 

surface representation being used. Recall that the implicit assumption is that an ideal 

surface exists that provides the necessary wavefront compensation. Optimization is then 

used to find the coefficients of a given surface representation that best approximate the 

ideal surface. The ability of each surface definition to approximate the ideal surface 

depends upon the properties of representation and upon the complexity of the 

optimization. As "downhill" optimization using a damped least squares method is 
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simpler than global optimization, it is preferred. However, it does not always yield the 

best solution. In this section the optimization of the different surface types is discussed. 

The standard aspheric surface is used to represent surfaces with a low degree of 

wavefront asphericity. Optimization is usually accomplished using a damped least 

squared method. Aspheres that correct low-order spherical aberration have few terms to 

optimize and "downhill" optimization readily finds the best solution. In contrast, as 

aspheres that correct high-order spherical aberration have many terms "downhiir' 

optimization stagnates. In other words, the surface slowly converges to the optimal shape 

due to the complexity in optimizing a large number of variables. A global method is 

employed to speed the optimization. As a rule of thumb, the number of terms used in the 

representation should correspond to the order of aberration compensated by the surface. 

The superconic surface is used to represent highly aspheric steeply sloped surfaces. It 

is defined implicitly and the solution space has many local minima. Therefore, a global 

strategy is employed. The order of aberration corrected using the superconic surface does 

not correspond to the number of terms used in the surface definition. In practice, finding 

the correct combination of terms to define the superconic surface requires the intuition of 

the optical designer. 

The explicit superconic surface is an explicit approximation of the superconic surface. 

It does not have the generality of the standard superconic and does not represent steeply 

sloped surfaces as well. However, it is explicitly defined and damped least squares 

optimization readily finds the best solution for the explicit superconic. Like the standard 
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superconic. finding the correct combination of terms to define the superconic surface 

requires the intuition and patience of the optical designer. 

The truncated parametric Taylor surface is a parametric generalization of the standard 

aspheric surface. The surface is redefined explicitly to speed ray-tracing and ease 

optimization. It can be used to represent surfaces with a high degree of asphericity and 

steeply sloped surfaces. After initial optimization with the standard aspheric variables, 

the more general aspheric terms are added as optimization variables. The truncated 

parametric Taylor surface converges rapidly using damped least squares optimization. 

The implicit xyz-polynomial surface is an implicit generalization of the standard 

aspheric surface. Like the truncated parametric Taylor surface it can also be used to 

represent surfaces with a high degree of asphericity and steeply sloped surfaces. 

Optimization of the implicit xyz-polynomial surface is tedious and requires a global 

optimization strategy. As its coefficients are dependent upon each other great care is 

needed in choosing which coefficients to use. 

Summary 

The features of an aspheric representation include: its ability to represent surfaces that 

compensate a high degree of wavefront asphericity. to represent highly aspheric steeply 

sloped surfaces, and ease of optimization. In Table 5.7, the essential features of each 

surface representation is given. The table represents the subjective experience of the 

author. 
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Surface Type Correction of high 
degree of wavefront 
asphericity 

Representation of 
steeply sloped 
surfaces 

Ease of 
optimization 

Standard aspheric Poor Poor Easiest 

Superconic Good Good Difficult 

E.xplicii Superconic Good Poor Easy 

T runcated 
Parametric Taylor 

Excellent Good Easy 

Implicit XYZ-
Polynomial 

Excellent Excellent Most Difficult 

Table 5.7 Summary of the essential features of each surface representation 
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discussion and conclusions 

This work has developed novel aspheric surface representations that can compensate 

for a high degree of wavefront asphericity and represent steeply sloped surfaces as the 

surface normal becomes perpendicular to the optical axis. Namely, a parametrically 

defined surface approach and an implicitly defined surface approach can be used. 

Additionally, this work has shown that a Fourier series is not a useful optical surface and 

has introduced the explicit superconic surface, which is a redefinition of the standard 

superconic. 

The design of an aspheric optical element can be done using spherical element as its 

starling point. The spherical element is made aspheric with the addition of a conic 

constant or the 4''' order aspheric coefficient. Higher order aspheric terms can then be 

added if better correction is needed. If design does not achieve the level of correction 

desired using a standard asphere then a parametric or implicit approach could then be 

used. Note that the general parametric and implicit surface representations carmot be 

converted back into a standard aspheric representation without loss of information. 

.A. parametric approach represents an optical surface using two or more equations. 

For the rotationally symmetric case two equations are used. The examples given 

illustrate the utility of analytical parametric surfaces and the truncated parametric Taylor 

surface. Analytical parametric surfaces are useful in that a parametric surface definition 

facilitates finding an analytical solution. The truncated parametric Taylor surface is an 

explicit approximation of a parametric surface. As it is a more general surface 
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description than the standard aspheric surface it can better represent highly aspheric 

surfaces with fewer terms. 

The standard asphere is generalized to a truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) surface 

with the addition of a cubic aspheric coefficient in the definition of the radial coordinate. 

As the radial coordinate is defined as a cubic fiinction. the surface can be explicitly 

solved. The author has found that this explicit redefinition significantly simplifies 

optimization. The disadvantage of this redefinition is that the truncated surface does not 

have the generality of an extended parametric Taylor representation. A truncated 

parametric Taylor (TPT) surface has been found to be most useful for representation of 

surfaces with a high degree of asphericity. The truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) 

surface can also be used to represent steeply sloped surfaces. As the surface uses only 

two terms to define deformations oriented perpendicular to the optical axis, it is not 

suited to representing surfaces with a slope greater than 60°. 

.^n implicit surface approach represents an optical surface using a more general 

surface function. It is more general than the stzmdard aspheric surface in that the surface 

sag is no longer defined directly as a function of the surface coordinates x and y. Rather, 

a n  i m p l i c i t  s u r f a c e  i s  d e f i n e d  i n d i r e c t l y  b y  a  s u r f a c e  f u n c t i o n  o f  x ,  y ,  a n d  z ,  f { x , y , z )  =  0 .  

The standard asphere is generalized to an implicit xyz-polynomial with the addition 

of implicit z-polynomial aspheric terms. While an explicit definition only allows for 

surface deformation oriented parallel to the optical axis, the xyz-polynomial definition 

allows for representation of arbitrary surface deformations. The surface is suited to 

representing surfaces that compensate for a high degree of wavefront asphericity and for 
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representing steeply sloped surfaces. As the surface is implicitly defined, explicit basis 

functions do not exist. Additionally, unambiguous ray tracing and optimization of an 

x> z-polynomial surface are difficult and the optical designer should follow the guidelines 

provided in this work. 

A comparison of surface types discussed in this work was offered. The surfaces were 

compared for ray tracing speed, optimization complexity, and the ability of the surfaces 

to represent highly aspheric optical elements. In the examples shown the approach that 

uses the truncated parametric Taylor surface improves the wave front residual by two to 

six orders of magnitude compared to the standard aspheric approach. An approach that 

uses an implicit xyz-polynomial surface improves the wavefront residual by one to five 

orders of magnitude compared to the standard aspheric approach. In choosing an 

approach for the representation of an aspheric surface, the designer should consider the 

suitability of the approach as well as the complexity of optimization. Thus, explicitly 

defined surfaces such as the truncated parametric Taylor (TPT) surface should be 

considered before implicitly defined surface such as an xyz-polynomial. 

This dissertation has considered fianctional surface descriptions. A discrete approach 

that shows promise is Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). This approach can be 

understood as a more general Spline surface. A comparison is not appropriate at this 

time, because optical design using NURBS has not yet been demonstrated. 

The parametric and implicit surface approaches developed in this work extend the 

range of functional surface types to allow for easier and more general representation of 

highly aspheric surfaces. Future work should include an exploration of new design forms 
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made possible by better surface representation. Currently, optical design using the novel 

surfaces presented requires skill and e.xperience. Packaging the surface representations 

better will allow for more general use. In addition, ray tracing and optimization should 

be made more robust. A better understanding of the tolerancing of free-form optical 

elements is necessary. One possible approach is to specify a tolerance on the moments of 

the surface fabrication error. The approaches presented have been limited to rotationally 

symmetric surfaces. The approaches presented could be generalized for the 

representation of bilaterally symmetric surfaces and non-symmetric surfaces. 
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appendix i. user defined surfaces 

Explicit Superconic (CODE V) 

^ir.ciuae <niai:n.n> 
^include <si;ciio.h> 

;ic: USERSURfx, y, z, curv, daza ,  f ,  fx, fy, f z ,  error, mode) 

:ouD 

'curv; 
G5 C [ ] ; 

lop. Q "error/ 
icng "mode; 

double ;-:2,y2; 
double r,r2,r4,r6,r8,rl0,rl2,rl4,rl6,rl8,r20; 
double f2, f4, f6, f8, flO, fl2, fl4, fl6; 
doubie c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,cS,cl0,cll,cl2,cl3,cl4, 

cl5,cl6,cl7,cl8,ci9,c20,c21,c22,c23, c24, c25, 
c26,c27,c28,c2 9,c30; 

double cc, arg,temp, consag; 
double dxcon,dycon; 
double r3,r5,r7,r9,rli,rI3,rl5,rl7,rl9; 
double dr; 
douole aaa,bbb,ccc; 

*mode = 0; 

/'mode 1 = calculate derivatives*/ 

;-:2 = * :•: ' ' y. ; 
y2 = -y - -y; 
r = (float)sqr 

II r-r; 

II r2''r2; 
r6 = r2*r4; 
r8 = r4 *r4; 
rlO = r4*r6; 

rl2 = r6*r6; 
r 14 = r6'r8; 
r 16 = rS'rS; 
rl8 = r8-rlO; 
r20 = rlOTlO; 
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cc = data [0] 
c2 = data [ 1j 
c3 = data[2] 
Cl  =  C la t Io [ j ]  

—  C ; a C < s [ 4 ]  

Co =  G5t l5 [ . 5 j  
c ' = ds \i G [ 6 ] 
cS = da-a [7] 
c9 = data [3] 
C 1 U = 0<3 C 3 [91 
cl 1 = GS. tl 3. [10 
c'^2 = GG C 5 1 1 
cl 3 = Go Z. 5. [ 12 
0X4  = daca r 1 
c 15 = data [14 
cl 6 = da c a [15 
cl7 = data [16 
cl8 data [17 
cl9 = data [18 
c20 = da t a [19 
c21 da t a [20 
c22 = data [21 
c23 - ^ ̂  i [22 
c2 4 = data [23 
c25 = Ga t a [24 
c2 6 = data [25 
^ ~T 
^ ̂ ' 

= Ga t a [26 
c2 8 = Ga t a [27 
c2 5 = Ga t a [28 

(}
 

(.
) II ^a t a [ 29] 

r 3 = r • r2; 
I* 5 = r3 • 

CM 

r7 = r5 - r2; 
r9 = r7 * r2; 
r 11 = r9 - r2; 
r 13 = rl 1 r2 
r 15 = rl3 • r2 
r 17 = rl5 - r2 
rl9 = rl7 * r2 

-r c2 
•r c3 

c4 
-i- c5 
•r c6 
-f- c7 

c8 

* r2 
* r4 
* r6 
* r8 

rlO 
' rl2 
* rl4; 

ccc = r2 *curv 

+ c9 
+ clO 

r4 
r6 
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- cl 1 • r8 
- cl2 rlO 

cl3 - rl2 
-r- cl4 rl4 

cl 5 rl6 
cl6 - rl8 

-T* cl7 r20; 

+ ( CC + * 'curv 
T cia - r2 
•r cl9 r4 
f c20 - r6 
+ c21 - r8 
- c22 rlO 
-r c23 1r rl2 
-r- c24 ' rl4 
H- c25 rl6; 

* 2*bbb - ccc; 

+ (2*bbb - sqrt(4'bbb*bbb - 4. *  aaa"ccc))/(2.*aaa); 
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Truncated Parametric Taylor (TPT) (CODE V) 

^include <math.h> 
'include <stdio.h> 

:oid USERSUR(x, y, 2, curv, data, f, fx, fy, fz, error, mode) 
iouble 
acuc ie  

zcuo 

' V  

'curv; 
data [ ]; 

- y 

.cr.g 'Tioae; 

Goucle a2,a4/.a6,a3,al0, ai2,ai4f al6, al8, a20; 
double b,b3,b5,b7,b9,bll,bl3,bl5,bl7^bl9; 
double 

:,t:2,t:3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8,t9,tl0,tll,tl2,tl3,tl4,tl5,tl6,tl7,t:18,tl9,t20; 
double 

:r2,dt3,dt4,dt5,dt6,dt7,dt8,dt:9,dtl0,dtll,dt:12,dtl3,dtl4,dnl5,dtl6,dtl7 
d"15 , dt19,dt2C; 

double re
d o u b le zzr dfz,col; 
int. count; 

a [ 0 ]  ;  

GO =  daCa[2  
sS = ciaTla[3] 
3-C =  GaTls [4  
•3^.1. " 

= Gat la i , 6  
316  =  Gau .a [7 ]  
a 1S = data[8] 
3.2 .0  = ciaua[9] 
b3 = data[10] 
b = data[ll] 

da c a[51]=b; 
tol = le-19; 

*T;ode = 0; 

/"mode 0 = CodeV does finite difference*/ 
/*mode 1 = calculate derivatives*/ 

r = sqrt('y * *y + * *:<); 
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// Use N'ewcon's Method to find root 

// Assu .T.e that r is linear for initial approx. 

•.erms, ror rotationaily sym. surfaces t wilo. oe a.n odd ru.nction 

b* t -
13 * b 3 ; 

t = t - ft/dft; 

count++; 
if (count ==20) ft = 0; 

12 = ft; 
14 = 12 * 12 ,* 
t6 = 12 ' 14 ; 
t8 = t2*t6; 
tlO = t2*-t8; 
tl2 = t2-tl0 
tl4 = t2*tl2 
1.16 = t2'tl4 
tl8 = t2'tl6 
t20 = t2-tl8 

dt2 = 2-r; 
dt4 II A rt

 

dt6 = 6'r't4, 
dt8 II 00

 •
 

rt
 

cr
. 

dtlO = lO'r'tB; 
dt 12 = 12-r'tlO 
dtl4 = 14-r'tl2 
dtl6 = 16*r-tl4 
dt 18 = ia*r'tl6 
dt2Q = 20*r*tl8 
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XYZ-Polynomial (CODE V) 

= ip.clude <sLdio.h> 

vcid USERSURfx, y, z, curv, data, f, fx, fy, fz, error, mode) 
double 
double *y; 
double *z; 
double * curv; 

'T.ode ; 

double ;-:2,y2; 
double r,r2,r4,r6,rS,rl0,rl2,rl4,rl6; 
double f2,f4,f6,f8,fl0,fi2,fl4,fl6; 
double a, b, c, d, e, f f, g, h, j , k; 
double cc, arg,temp, consag; 

*mode = 0; 
/'mode 1 = calculate derivatives'/ 

x2 = 'X ' 'x; 
y2 = 'y - *y; 
r = (float)sort(x2 + y2); 
r2 = r-r; 
r-i = r2'r2; 
r6 = r2'r4; 
rS = r4'r4; 
rlO = r4*r6; 
rl2 = r6'r6; 
r:4 = r6'r8; 
rl6 = r8*r8; 

CC = data[0]; 

3 — da ua [ 1 ] 
b = data[2] 
c = data [ 3] 
d = da t a [ 4 ] 
e = da t a [ 5] 

= data[6 ; 
g - data[7 j 
h = data [ 8] 
j = data [ 9] 
k  = data [ 10 ; 
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r2 = r 
— r 

IT ̂  = r 2 'r  2; 
r 6 = r 2 -r  4 . 
r 6 = r -» IT t, 
r 1 •w" ~ V- /• » - t r6;  
r 1 2 = r6 '  r6 ; 
rl r6 '  r8;  
r 6 = rS ' r8;  

a ̂  a = ' f 1 oat )1 .  - t cc (r lo3C}i . )  '  
t emc - sq r t  [arg  ) ; 
CO r.sag — "curv - r2 / (t emp -i-  ( f loat  

-r f = _ ' z consag 
-i-
- r4 * b 

r6 • c 
-' z - r2 • ri 

- " z - r4 ' e 
* z " "z * r r 
^ z ' ̂ 7. ' r2 g 

- *• 7 ' *z ^ ' z • h 
- * z ' 'z * * z ' r2 ' j 
- " z "• *• z " 'Z - - k; 

• cu: 

) 1 . ) 

'  *curv  *  r2 ,  



XYZ-Polynomial (ZEMAX) 

include <windows.h> 
elude <math.h> 
dude <s":rir.g. h> 
elude <s"dio.h> 

include "usersurf.h' 

ritten by Scott A. Lerner 
ebruarv 2000 

nt declspec (dilexpoirt} APIENTRY UserDef inedSurface {USER_DATA *UD, 
::-;ED_DATA "TD) 

' a generic Snells law refraction routine */ 
r.t ?.ef ract (double thisn, double nextn, double *1, double *m, double 

double In, double mn, double nn) ; 

COL WINAPI DllMain (HA.NDLE hinst, ULONG ul_reason_for_call, LPVOID 
cReserved) 

/ 

't declspec (dllexport) APIENTRY UserDef inedSurf ace C USER_DA.TA. 'UD, 
:XED_DATA 'FD) 

int i, loop; 
double alpha, xpower, ypov/er, t, tp, x, y, z, dz, sag, mx, my, mz 
double a2, a4, ao, bO, b2, b4, cO, c2, dO, d2, eO, fO, f2, gO, h2 
k2, rr.C; 

double dra2, dra4, dra6, drb2, drb4, drc2, drd2, drf2, drh2, drk2 
double dzb, dzc, dzd, dze, dzf, dzg, dzh, dzj, dzk, dzm; 
double arg, temp, tempr, X2, Y2, count, fxy2,dfxy2; 
double r, r2, r4, r6; 
double sag2, sag3, sag4,sag5, sag6, sag7, sag8, sag9, saglO; 

sv;i tch ( FD- >type ) 

case 0: 
/* ZEMAJ< is requesting general information about the 

irface */ 
sv/itch (FD->numb) 

{ 

case 0: 
/* ZEMAX wants to know the name of the surface */ 
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/* do not exceed 12 characters */ 
strcpy{UD->string,"z-poiynomial asphere"); 

break; 
case i: 

/* ZEMAX wants to know if this surface is 
:ationaiiy symmetric */ 

/* it is, so do not return a null string '/ 
strcpy(UD->string, "1"); 

break; 
case 2: 

/* ZEI4AJ< wants to know if this surface is a gradient 
ie;-: media * / 

/' it is not, so return a null string "/ 
UD->string[0] = '\0'; 
break; 

/* ZEI4AJ< is requesting the names of the parameter columns 

/* the value FD->numb will indicate which value ZEMAX wants. 

/ * Only "q" in parameter 1 is used for this surface type •*•/ 
/* returning a null string indicates that the parameter is 

:sed. */ 
sv;itch (FD->numb) 

de fault: 
UD->stringL0j = '\0'; 
break; 

breaks-
case 2 : 

/* ZEMAX is requesting the names of the extra data columns 

/* the value FD->namb v/ill indicate which value ZEMAJ< wants. 

/* returning a null string indicates that the extradata value 
unused. */ 

switch ( FD->nu.tib) 
{ 

case 1: 
strcpy(UD->string, "a2"); 

break; 
case 2: 

strcpy(UD->string, "a4"); 
break; 

case 3: 
strcpy(UD->string, "a6"); 

break; 
case 4: 

strcpy{UD->string, "b2"); 
break; 

case 5: 
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scrcpy(UD->string, "b4"l; 
break; 

case 6: 
strcpy(UD->string, "cO"); 

break; 

case 7: 
srrcpy{UD->scring, "c2"); 

break; 
case a : 

strcpy(UD->scring, "dO"); 
break; 

case S: 
scrcpy (UD->st:ring, "d2"); 

break; 
case 10: 

strcpy(UD->scring, "eO"); 
break; 

case 11: 
scrcpy(UD->scring, "fO"); 

break; 
case 12: 

scrcpy(UD->scring, "f2"); 
break; 

case 13: 
scrcpy{UD->string, "gO"); 

break; 

case 14: 
scrcpy(UD->scring, "h2"); 

break; 
ss 1 5 I 

scrcpy(UD->strLnc, "jO";; 
break;  

case 16: 
scrcpy(UD->sCring, "k2"); 

break; 
case 17: 

scrcpy(UD->string, "mO"); 
break; 

defaulc: 
UD->string[0] = '\0'; 
break; 

} 

brea k; 
Co S€: ^ I 

/* ZEMAX wanes co know the sag of Che surface */ 

L'D->sagl = 0.0; 
'JD->sag2 = 0.0; 

a2 = FD->xdata[1]; 
a4 = FD->xdata[2]; 
a6 = FD->xdaca [3]; 
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b2 = FD-^xdaTia[4] ; 
C H 

= FD->xdata[51; 
cO = FD->xda~a[6]; 
c Z, = FD->xdata[7]; 
n = FD->xdata [8]; 

= FD->xda t a [ 9]; 
= FD->xdata [101 

fO = FD->xdata[11] 
f2 = FD->xdata 

gO = FD->xdata[13] 
h2 

= FD->xdata[14] 
jO = FD->xdata[15] 
>2 = FD->xdata[15] 
niC = FD->xdat;a [ 17 ] 

= UD->x; 
y = uD->y; 

r2 = X2 Y2; 
r = sqrr(r2); 

= r2 ' r2; 
r6 = r2 * r4; 

// double dzbO, dzb2, dzb4, dzcO, dzc2, dzdO, dzd2, 
azeO, dzfO; 

count = 0; 
sag = a2*r2; 

// powers of the surface sag, z 
sag2 = sag*sag; 
sag3 = sag2*sag; 
sag4 = sag3*sag; 
sag5 = sag4'sag; 
sag6 = sag5*sag; 
sag7 = sag6*sag; 
sag8 = sag7''sag; 
sag9 = sagS'sag; 
saglO = sagS*sag; 

= 0 
// fxyz is an implicit function in the form f(x,y,z) 

fxyz = a2*r2 + a4*r4 +a6*r6 
+ sag * (-1 + b2*r2 + b4 * r4) 
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.f sa g2 * (cO *• 
-i- sag3 ' (dO d2 ' r2) 
-i- sag4 (eO) 
-f sag5 * (fO + f2* r2) 
+ sag6 ' gO 
-f sag7 * h2'r2 
- sagB ' jo 

sag9 ' k2'r2 
- saglO ' rr.O; 

// dfxyz is the derivative of dfxyz wrt the surface 

dzb = -1 -i- b2*r2 b4'r4; 
dzc = 2*sag*{c0+c2*r2); 
dzd = 3'sag2'(d0+d2*r2); 
dze = 4'sag3*eO; 
dzf = 5'sag4-(f0^f2*r2); 
dzg = 6'sag5*g0; 
dzh = 7*sag6*(h2*r2); 
dzj = 8 *sag7 *(j 0) ; 
dzk = 9*sag8*(k2'r2); 
dzm = 10*sag9*(mO); 

dfxyz = dzb + dzc dzd + dze +dzf + dzg -s-dzh -^dzj 
-dzm; //derivative v;rt z 

sag = sag - fxyz/dfxyz; 
count + -i- ; 
if (count == 200) fxyz = 0; 

v/hiie ( sqrt (fxyz* fxyz) > (le-15) ); 

/' now the aspheric terms */ 

UD->sagl = sag; 
UD->sag2 = UD->sagl; 

break; 

case 4: 

/* ZEMAX wants a paraxial ray trace to this surface */ 
/* X, y, z, and the optical path are unaffected, at least for 

this surface type */ 

/* for paraxial ray tracing, the return z coordinate should 
aiv;ays be zero. */ 

/* paraxial surfaces are always planes with the following 
r.cr-als. */ 

/* we will ignore the aspheric terms. */ 

UD->ln = 0.0; 
UD->mn = 0.0; 
UD->nn = -1.0; 



:-:pov/er = 0; 
ypov/er = 0; 
if ((uD->n) != 0.0) 

{ 

(UD->1) = (UD->1)/(UD->n); 
',UD->m) = (UD->m} / (UD->n) ; 

(UD->1) = ;FD->nl'(UD->1) - (UD->;<)-xpower) / (FD->n2) ; 
tUD->m) = ( FD->nl*• {UD->m) - (UD->y) *ypower) / ( FD->n2 ) ; 

/* normalize */ 
''JD->n) = sqrt{i/(l ( UD->i ) * ( UD->1) - (UD->m) ' (uD->m 

/' de-paraxialize */ 
;UD->1) = (UD->1)-(UD->n); 
(UD->m) = (UD->m)*(UD->n); 
} 

break; 
ase 5 : 

/' ZEMAX wants a real ray trace to this surface */ 
/' do not allow n == G */ 
if 'UD->n == 0.0) return -1; 

/* Nov;, we illustrate an iterative method of finding 
the intercept for a general surface. */ 

a2 = FD->xdata[1]; 
a4 = rD~>xdata[2j; 
36 = r ^xdata[3]/ 
b2 = FD->xdata[4]; 
b4 = FD->xdata[5]; 
cO = FD->xdata[6]; 

^ D~>xdata [ / ] ; 
dO = FD->.xdata [ 8 ] ; 
d2 = FD->xdata[9]; 
eO = FD->xdata[10]; 
fO = FD->xdata[11] ; 

f2 = FD->xdata[12]; 
gO = FD-•>.xdata [ 13 ] 
h2 = FD-•>xdata[14] 
jo = FD-•>xdata[15] 
k2 = FD-•>xdata[16] 
mO = FD-•>xdata [ 17 ] 

make sure we do at least 1 loop */ 

t = 100.0; 
tp = 0.0; 
X = UD->x; 
y = UD->y; 
z = UD->z; 
loop = 0; 
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v/hile (fabs(t) > le-10) 

/ -

Firsr, compute the sag using whatever the surface sag 
:cressicr. is. 

This is given the x. and y starting points. The following 
.cck of code 

will change depending upo.n the surface shape, t.he rest of 
lis iteration 

is typically common to all surface shapes. 
- / 

X2 = ;•: * X ; 
y2 = y-y; 

r2 = X2 ^ Y2; 
r = sqrt(r2); 
r4 = r2 ' r2; 
r6 = r2 * r4; 

// apply Newton's 

count = 0; 
sag = 0; 

do 
{ 

// powers of the surface sag, z 

sag2 = sag' sag; 
sag3 = sag2 * sag; 
sag4 = sag3 *sag; 
sag5 = sag4 *sag; 
sago = sag5 * sag; 
sagl = sag6 * s a g; 
sag8 = sag7 * sag; 
sag9 = sag8 *sag; 
saglO • = sag9*sag 

// f.xyz is an implicit function in the 
rcrrf. f(:-:,y,z; 

fxy; z = a2' r2 + a4 *r4 +a6 
sag (-1 b2*r2 -r 

-f sag2 * (cO + c2*r2) 
•r sag3 * (dO + d2-r2) 
+ sag4 * (eO) 
4- sagS * {fO + f Z T Z )  
+ sag6 * gO 
+ sag7 * h2*r2 
-r sag8 ' jo 
+ sag9 * k2*r2 
+ saglO mO; 
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// dfxyz is the derivative of dfxyz wrt 
I aC0 S3Q Z 

dzb = -1 + b2*r2 + b4*r4; 
dzc = 2*sag'(c0+c2*r2); 
dzd = 3*sag2* (dO-!-d2T2) ; 
dze = 4*sag3*eO; 
dzf = 5'sag4*(f0+f2'r2); 
dzg = 6*sag5'gO; 
dzh = 7*sag6*(h2*r2); 
dzj = 8*sag7-(jO); 
dzk = 9'sagS* (I<2*r2) ; 
dzm = 10*sag9*(mO); 

dfxyz = dzb + dzc + dzd + dze 
izg -dzh -dzj -dzk -^dzm; //derivative wrt z 

sag = sag - fxyz/dfxyz; 
count •r--r; 
if (count == 2 00) fxyz = 0; 

while ( sqrt(fxyz*fxyz) > {le-15) ); 

/" okay, now with sag in hand, how far are we away in z? */ 
dz = sag - z; 

now compute how far along the z axis this is */ 
/' note this will crash if n == 0!! */ 
t = dz / (UD->n); 

/' propagate 
X -^= UD->l*t 
V* 

z -^= UD->n*t 

the additional "t" distance */ 

/* add in the optical path '/ 
tp += t; 

/* prevent infinte loop if no convergence */ 
loop + -*- ; 
if (loop > 1000) return(-1); 

/' okay, we should be a the 
UD->x = x; 
UD->y = y; 
UD->z = z; 
X2 = x*x; 
•:2 = y-y; 

tempr = sqrt (X2-t-Y2 ) ; 
r2 = X2 + Y2 
y •=. sqrt (r2) 
r4 = r2 * r2 
r 6 = r2 * r4 

intercept coordinates now */ 
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/* don't forget the path! '/ 
UD->Dath = tci; 

/• now do the normals */ 

sag2 = sag-sag; 
sag3 = sag2-sag; 
sag4 = sagS'sag; 
sagS = sag4-sag; 
sag6 = sagS-sag; 
sag" = sag6*sag; 
sag8 = sag7-sag; 
sag9 = sagS'sag; 
saglO = sag9-sag; 

dzb = -1 + b2*r2 b4'r4 
dzc = Z ^ s a g *(c0+c2*r2); 
dzd = 3*sag2-'d0+d2*r2); 
dze = 4 -sag3-eO; 
dz f = 5'sag4-{f0-^f2-r2) ; 
d z g  = 6 * sag5'gO; 
dzh = T - s a q S '(h2*r2); 
dzj = 8-sag7-(jO); 
dzk = 9-sag8-(k2-r2); 
dzm = 10 * sag9'(mO); 

rr.z = dzb -r dzc + dzd - dze +dzf -̂ dzg +dzh -̂ dzj -̂ dzk +dzm; 

//double dra2, dra4, dra6, drb2, drb4, drc2, drd2; 

dra2 = 2-r; 
dra4 = 4-r-r2; 
dra6 = 6-r4-r; 
drb2 = sag-2-r; 
drb4 = sag*4-r-
drc2 = sag2-2*r 
drd2 = sag3*2-r 
drf 2 = sag5 *2 * r 
drh2 = sag7-2-r 
drk2 = sag9-2-r 

temp = 0; 
if (tempr != 0.0) 

temp = 1.0/tempr; 
} 
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;e.~p = temp * (a2*dra2 + a4*dra4 + ao'̂ drao -t- b2*drb2 t 
D4*drb4 c2*drc2 + d2*drd2 >-f2*drf2 + h2'drh2 + k2*drk2 ] 

.T\x = temp ' x; 
-T.v = temo " v; 

uD->nn = mz'sqrt (1/( (m2*mz) + (mx'mx) (my'my) ) ) ; 
UD->in = mx'sqrt(1/( (mz'mz) + (mx'mx) + (my'my) ) ) ; 
uD->mn = my*sqrt (1 / ( (mz'mz) + (mx*mx) + (my*m.y) ) ) ; 

if (Refract {FD->nl, FD->n2, &UD->i, &UD->m, &UD->n, CJD->in, 
UD->nn)) return (-FD->surf) ; 
break; 

case 6: 
/* ZEMAX wants the index, dn/dx, dn/dy, and dn/dz at the 

v " • / ^ ^ ^y, / 

/• This is only required for gradient index surfaces, so 
return du.-nrriy values */ 

UD->index = FD->n2; 
jD->dndx = 0.0; 
'JD—>dndy = 0.0 
UD->dndz = 0.0 

break; 
case ^ : 

/* ZEMAX v/ants the "safe" data. '/ 
/' this is used by ZEMAX to set the i.aitial values for all 

parameters and extra data */ 
Z" when the user first changes to this surface type. */ 
/' this is the only time the DLL should modify the data in the 

riX£D_D.-.TA FD structure * / 
for (i = 1; i <= 8; i-^+) FD->param[i] = 0.0; 
for (i = 1; i <= 200; 1++) FD->xdata[i] = 0.0; 
oreak; 

ir.t Refract fdouble thisn, double nextn, double '1, double *m, double 
T., double l.n, double mn, double nn) 

acuble nr, cosi, cosi2, rad, cosr, gamma; 
if (thisn 1= nextn) 

nr = thisn / nextn; 
cosi = fabs{{*l) * In + (*m) * mn + Cn} ' nn) ; 
cosi2 = cosi '' cosi; 
if (cosi2 > 1) cosi2 = 1; 
rad = 1 - ((1 - cosi2) " (nr * nr)); 
if (rad < 0) return(-l); 
cosr = sqrt(rad); 
gamma = nr * cosi - cosr; 
CD = (nr * [*!)) + (gamma * In); 
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= (r.r " ("m)) ~ {ganraa * mr.) 
Ti) = (nr • (*n) ) + (gamina * nn) 

e u u r n 0 ;  
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APPENDIX II. SYSTEM PRESCRIPTIONS 

Spherical primary telescope using standard asphere 

> CE 

AS? 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

-2C00 .00000 
-'jei .63091 

G.000000 
iOS4 99E-Q7 
557292E-2i 
4 67 1 -i 3E1-3S 

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

TKI 
INFINITY 

1000.000000 
- 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1500.000000 

RMD 

REFL 
REFL 

:0.476331E-11 
:0.527024E-25 

0.000000 
0.000000 

366282E-14 
•.465770E-25 

D :0.147872E-I7 
h" :0.226585E-33 

SPECIFICATION DATA 
EFD 1400.00000 
DIM MM 
WL 633.00 

FINITE CONJUGATES 
EFL 7469.2559 
3 FL -6.1488 
FFL -32346.2795 
FNO 5.3 3 52 
IMG DIS 0.0000 
GAL 17 00.0000 

HT O'.OOOO 
.i. G G . 0 0 0 0 

ENTPANCE rUPIL 
DIA 1400.0000 
TKI 1000.0000 

DIA 313.5870 
THI -1679.1925 
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Spherical primary telescope using superconic 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

- 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
-•I61.5S3I0 

THI 
INFINITY 

1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
-aoo .000000  
1500.000000 

s?s  
IC 
SCO 

YES 
/ see  

K: 
VS4 : 

VS10 : 
3DX: 

H  :  
LMG: 

2.9733E+03 
7.0886E-06 
2.7782E-22 
I . lOOOE+02 

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

US2 
VS6 

VS12 
BDY 

0.000000 
0.000000 

RMD 

REFL 
REFL 

6.7 536: -03 US4 : 1.0383E-07 
-10 VS8 : -1.2435E-15 
-24 VS 14 : 1.4450E-29 
-02 BDZ : 1.5000E-01 

. CM DAT A 
1400.00000 

MM 
633.00 

FI:;ITE CCI.'JUG.ATES 
£FL 7455.2888 
3FL -0.9422 
M -32476.4439 
F;;C 5 . 3538 
:XG 3IS 0.0000 
OAL 1700.0000 
PARA:-;IAL I'-!AGE 
HT 0.0000 

.AI'JG 0.0000 
EMT.R.ANCE PUPIL 
DIA 1400.0000 
TKI 1000.0000 

EXIT PUPIL 
DIA 313.4564 
T.HI -1679.1179 
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Sphcrical primary' tclescope using explicit superconic 

> 03 J 

STO 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

- 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
-461.55583 

UDS : 
IC : 
uco/ucc 

3 . 
CIO: -2. 
L- J. 

i MG: 

YES 

5302E^02 
6046E-11 
4227E-25 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

THI 
INFINITY 
0.000000 

-300.000000 
1500.000000 

RMD 

REFL 
.REFL 

C2 
Cli  
C18 

5.9031E-04 
1.5632E-16 
2.5559E-05 

0.000000 
O.OOOOOQ 

C9 
C12 
C19 

-3.9699E-07 
4.7442E-21 

-4.5091E-I0 

E?D 1400.00000 
DIM Ml"!  
'.-.'L 53 3.00 

DIS 
f:;O 
IMG 
C.I.L 
?.^.Rp..XI.2-.L 

A-iG 
E:!T?-?-.NCE 

- V - T 3 r: =: 

^;J•JG.-.TES 
^4 93. 9461 

-1.2108 
33469.7306 

5.3528 
0.0000 

700.0000 
IMAGE 

0.0000 
0.0000 

PUPIL 
1400.0000 

0.0000 

313.4631 
-1679. 1218 
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Sphcrical primary telescope using TPT asphere 

> 05 J 

S70 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

- 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
INFINITY 

TKI 
INFINITY 

1000.000000 
- 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1500.000000 

RMD 

REFL 
REFL 

'JDS ; 
IC : 
uco/ucc 

-1 0 S 3 3E-0 3 C2 2.0537E-08 C3 : 3. 4340E-14 
4358E-19 -2.6979E-23 C6 : T_ _ 0140E-27 

c~ -1 48a7E-32 CLL -1.3575E-05 C12; 1 . OOOOE+00 
C5 1 1 OOOOE^OO C52 1. OOOOE-00 C82 : i, . 1000E^02 
CC 3 1 LOOOE-^02 C84 1. 3400E^0I 

INFINITY 0.000000 
INFINITY 0.000000 

ICA" -ION DATA 
E?D 1400.00000 

MM 
633.00 

3FL 

FNO 
IMG 

01A 

CNJUGATE3 
1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  

-1300.0000 
0.0000 
0.7143 

IS 0.0000 
1700.0000 

:AL IMAGE 
0.0000 
0.0000 

r;cE ?u?iL 
1400.0000 
1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  

1400.0000 
-2300.0000 
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Spherical primary- telescope using xyz-polynomial 

05J 

STC 

•JDS : 
IC : 
UCO/I 
C2 
C5 
cs 
C82 

r.iJ : 

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

•2C00.00000 
--;61 . 51S25 

YES 

3.0329E-07 
. I825E-06 

•1.4051E-03 
I.0500E+02 

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

TKI 
INFINITY 

1000.000000 
- 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1500.000000 

RMD 

REFL 
REFL 

C3 
C6 
CIO 
CS3 

5.5580E-08 
1.2627E-09 
3.0898E-0a 
1.0500E+02 

0.000000 
0.000000 

C4 
C7 
Cll  
C84 

4.8530E-13 
-5.8448E-02 
2.5393E-05 
1.5000E+01 

1 0 0  
1 0 0  

100  
100  

ECIFICAT ION DATA 
E?D 1400.00000 
DIM MM 
A L 633 .00  

FINITE CONJUG.ATES 
EFL 7502.0294 
3FL 0.4059 
FFL -32510.1469 
F:;C 5. 3586 
:xG D:S 3.0000 
CAL 1700.0000 
?A?A:-;IAI. I:-;AGE 
-HT 0.0000 

.̂ -NG 0.0000 
ENTRANCE PUPIL 
CIA 1400.0000 
THI 1000.0000 

EXIT PUPIL 
DIA 313.4227 
THI -1679.0987 



Beam expander/contractor using explicit superconic surface 

STO 
3 
4 

UDS 
IC 
•JCO 
Z2. 

CS2 
c : 

I!*'G: 

?,DY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

- 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
• 1 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  

INFINITY 
-2.46113 

.  c59GE-rOO 
. 4 171E-07 
. 0 14 C E - 0 5 
,  OOOOE-02  
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

T.H I RMD 
INFINITY 

1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
-800.000000 
255.000000 
75.000000 

1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

REFL 
REFL 

C3 
C9 
C12 
CS3 

-1 .2378E-01 
-6.2391E-0I 
-2 . 7629E-09 

l .OOOOE+02 
1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0.000000 

BK7 SCHOTT 

C4 
CIO 
C18 
C84 

2.0658E-04 
1.4763E-03 
7. 9659E-^00 
l .OOOOE+02 

DIM 

:CN DATA 
1400.00000 

1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
MM 

633.00 

ERTURE D.ATA/EDGE DEFINITIONS 

CIR S2 CBS 60.000000 

rP^ACTIVE INDICES 
GL.ASS CODE 

3r:7 SCHOTT 
633.00 

1.515082 

FIR;ITE CONJUGATES 
EFL -2656.4 58 9 
3FL 110.2252 
FFL 0.7463E^07 
F:;0 -1.8975 
::-:G DIS loo.oooo 
OAL 1530.0000 
PARAXIAL IMAGE 

H T  0 . 0 0 0 0  

•ANG 0.0 000 
ENTRA.NCE PUPIL 
DIA 1400.0000 
THI 1000.0000 

EXIT PUPIL 
DIA 0.4 984 
THI 111.1709 



Beam expander/contractor using TPT surface 

;T0: 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

- 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
- 1 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

TKI 
INFINITY 

1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
255-000000 
75.000000 

1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

RMD 

REFL 
REFL 

BK7 SCKOTT 

YES 

C4 
C7 

. 1560E-01 

.0025E-03 

. 3488E-06 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

C2 
C5 
Cll  

-1.S629E+G0 C3 
-2.0253E-04 Co 
5.6839E+00 C12 

1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0.000000 

-6.1338E-02 
-2.0259E-06 
1. OOOOE-t-00 

:CIFICATION DAT.z^ 
E?D 1400.00000 
.^.FI 100.00000 
DIM MM 
WL 633.00 

CRTURE DAT.A/EDGE DEFINITIONS 
CA 
c:?. S2 C5S 60.000000 

r?,.".cTi7E i';cicES 
C-L.ASS CODE 

SC.HOTT 
633.00 

1.515032 

E FL -165.8 371 
5F1 111.0558 
FFL -4587.5560 
FMO -0.1185 
IMG DIS 100.0000 
OAL 1530.0000 
PARAXIAL IMAGE 
HT 0.0000 

ANG 0.0000 
EMTFANCE ?U?IL 
3;A 1400.0000 
th: 1000.0000 

EXIT PUPIL 
DIA 38.7757 

THI 106.4 626 
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Beam Expander/Contractor Using XYZ Polynomial 

Sysieri/?rescripticr. Data 

r 1 .e 
Tit le  
Date  

D : \ZEM.-J<\SA!-1?LES\ZEX?AND . ZMX 
X': Z-pclyncmial 
TUE A?R 11 2000 

GE'IERAL :.Et;3 DATA: 

Surfaces 
Szop 

Sysce— Aperture 
Ray ai.Tiing 
Apodizacion. 
Eff. Fccal Len. 
Eff. Focal Len. 
3ac-; Focal Len. 
Total Tract: 
I-age Space F/# 
Para. Wr>:ng F/s 
WcrKing F/s 
I-.age Space >;..A. 
Zci . Space r;..A. 
Step radius 
?a ray.. I:?.a . .4gt. 
rara.x. Mag. 
Entr. Pup. Dia. 
Entr. Pup. Pes. 
Exit Pupil Dia. 
Exit Pupil Pes. 
Field Type 
y.axi.Ti'uni Field 
Primary Wave 
Lens Units 
-Angular Mag. 

Fields 

6 
I 

Entrance Pupil Diameter = 1400 
Off 

U.niform, factor = 0 . OOOCOE+OOO 
-106.7994 
-106.7994 

1607.12 
1930 

0.07628529 
0.07628529 

1.059825 
0 . 9885604 

7e-008 
700 

0 
0 

1400 
0 

29.30604 
4.88434 

.Angle in degrees 
0 

0. 633 
Millimeters 

0 

1 

Field Type: Angle in degrees 

(in 
(in 

air) 
image space) 

X-Value 
0.000000 

Y-Value 
0.000000 

Weight 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

'.'iqr.etting Factors 
= VDX VDY vex VCY 

C.OGCOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Wavelengths : 
Tnits: Microns 
= Value 
1 0.633000 

1 

Weight 
1.000000 

SURF.ACE DATA SUMMARY: 

Surf Type 
OBJ STANDARD 
STO STANDARD 

2 STANDARD 
3 STANDARD 
4 USERSURF 

Radius 
Infinity 

- 2 0 0 0  

- 1 2 0 0  
Infinity 
Infinity 

Thickness 
Infinity 

- 8 0 0  

255 
75 

1500 

Glass 

MIRROR 
MIRROR 

BK7 
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5 ? IA L 
;:-:A STA:;DASD 

URTACE DATA DETAIi 

un^cs 03o 
urface STO 
urface 2 
Lirface 3 
urface 4 

a^ 
a 4 

cO 
c2 
dO 
d2 
eO 

gO 
r.2 
jO 
k2 

mO 
urrace d 

Focal length 
0?D Mode 
urface I'-LA 

STANDARD 
STANDARD 
STA.NDARD 
STANDARD 
USERSURF (Z_POLYNOMIAL.DLL) 

-0 .21174795 
-3.9534827 

-9.521634e-005 
-23.22371 

-C.0087005982 
-13.004486 
-4.2617178 
-668.93123 

-0.0006782214 
-0.20691104 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

?ARAJ<IAL 

ST.ATJDARD 

100 
0 

•ICrCNESS DAT.A: 

Edge 
-678.609074 
260 . 109674 
32.521465 

.542.478535 
1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0.OOOGOO 

Ar.-D VA.RI.A3LE DATA: 

OF REFR.ACTION DAT.A: 

Glass 

MIRROR 
MIRROR 

BK7 

0.633000 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1.51508235 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  



Null Configuration Using TPT Surface 

J:L V > list 

U3S : 
- C I 

RDY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 
INFINITY 

YES 

:0N: 

CON: 

2.5c32E-Q2 
-=.3447F-Q7 
-1 . G236E;-11 
5 . 4725E-01 

-11 .04390 

-0.890800 
-11.64080 

-0.888889 
-256.OGOOO 
-11.64080 

TKI RMD 
0.000000 

125.000000 
5.000000 

100.000000 

C2 
r 

KC 

KC 

GLA 

ZNSE SPECIAL 

C3 
C6 
!~1 1 

-1.3716E-04 
-2.7616E-1 1 

ZNSE SPECIAL 

1.9727E-03 
7 .098 9E-08 

-2.8547E-13 

2-540000 

100 
2.540000 

:  100  
-2.540000 .REFL 
-2.540000 ZNSE SPECIAI 

-0.888889 
-11.04390 

KC : 100 
100.000000 

UDS : 

;i2 
.U : 

-0.890800 
INFINITY 

2.5632E-02 
-5.3447E-07 
-1 . G236E-11 
5.4725E-01 

INFINITY 
INFINITY 

KC 

C5 
C8 

100 
-5.000000 

I "727E-G3 
7.0989E-08 
-2.8547E-13 

-125.000000 
0.000000 

ZNSE SPECIAL 

C 6 
<"11 

-1 . 3716E-04 
-2.7816E-11 
1 . 9516E-01 

?ECIFICATION DATA 
EPD 
DIM 

V."i V.' 

/;03 
YOB 

50 . 68000 
MM 

1060.00 
1 
1 

0.00000 
0.00000 

:F?Ji.CTIVE INDICES 
GLASS CODE 10 60.00 

ZNSE SPECIAL 2.482670 

• IFINITE CONJUGATES 
EFL -30.1238 
3FL 74.8009 
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FRL 159.9005 
FNO 0.5944 
•J3EC CCI.'JUG.NTES 
=£D 0.1508 
r;;c 0.5754 
05J 3IS 0.0000 
7T C.OOOO 
I.MG DIS -12 5.0000 
0.2..L 125.0000 
?̂ Ŝ Y.LAL IM̂ ..GE 
HT 0.0000 
TH: 70.2591 

.2-.r;G 0.0000 
EI.'TRAMCE; ?U?IL 
DL.I 50.6800 
TH: 125.0000 
EXIT ?U?IL 
D:A 20.4099 
THI 62.5694 
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Null Configuration Using XYZ-Polynomial 

Svstem/PrescriDcion Data 

D : \ZEMA;<\SAMPLES\xyzex3 . ZMX 
Lens has no title. 
WED A??. 12 2000 

3ENERAL LENS DATA: 

bur  races  

3".'S 10m rtiu 
ray ai.T.ir.G 

Ztz. Focal Len. 
Zii , Focal Ler.. 
Back rccai Len. 
To"al Track 
Inage Space T/# 
Para. Wrkng r*/ # 
Working F/if 
Z.T.age Space N.A. 
Ocj. Space N.A. 
StcD Radius 
a L a . j.ma. 

r-arax. Mag. 
E.ntr. Pup. Dia. 
Er.tr. Pup. Pos. 
Exit Pupil Dia. 
Exit Pupil Pes. 
Field Type 
Xaxi~um Fie la 
Primary VJave 
lens U.nits 
.-..nau 1 a r Mac . 

11 
2 

L.itrance Puoil Diameter 50. 68 

Uniform, factor = 0. OOOOGE-^000 
30.12381 (in air) 
30.12381 ; in i.mage space; 

-199.8009 
235.08 

0.5943925 
0.3718655 
2.6024S3 
0.802408 

0.1986787 
25.34 

0 
0 

50 . 68 
125 

20.40985 
187.6694 

Object height ir 
0 

1 . 0 6  
Millimeters 

0 

Millimeter; 

: 1 
Type: Object height in Milli.meters 

/.-Value Y-Value Weight 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Vignetting Factors 
» VOX VDY vex VCY 

0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

: 1 '.-.'ave lengths : 
U.nits: Microns 
e Value 
1  1 . 0 6 0 0 0 0  

Weight 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  

SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 

;urf Type 
OBJ ST.A.\'DARD 

1 ST.ANDARD 

Radius 
Infinity 
Infinity 

Thickness 
0 

125 

Glass Conic 
0 
0 
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STA.NDARD Infinity 5 2. 4 32 670, 0.000 0 
3 USERSURF Infinity 100 0 
n STANDARD -11.0439 2. 54 2. 482670, 0.000 -0.8908 
5 STANDARD -11.6408 2.54 -0.8888889 
c STANDARD -256 -2.54 MIRROR 0 
7 STANDARD -11.6408 -2.54 2. 48267 0, 0.000 -0.8908 
= 

ST.ANDA.RD -11.0439 -100 -0.8908 
9 USERSURF Infinity -5 2. 482670, 0.000 0 

STANDARD Infinity -125 0 
STANDA.RD Infinity 0 

Su 
S;: 

rface STO 
:face 3 

Sur 
Sur 
Sur 
Sur 

race 
face 
face 
face 
face 

a2 
a4 
a6 
b2 
b4 
cO 
c2 

dO 

d2 
eO 
fO 
f2 

gO 

-0 

a2 
a-! 
a 6 
b2 
c n 
cO 
c2 
dO 
d2 
eO 
fO 

f2 
gO 
h2 
jO 

>-.2 
mO 

iur  
Sur 

face 10 
face II'IA 

STANDARD 
STANDPiRD 
STANDARD 
USERSURF (Z_POLYNOMIAL.DLL) 

0.14194106 
-0.00012919405 

-4.1285176e-008 
-0.21208454 

0 
-32.883408 

0.025001347 
14.10302 

0.016934855 
2.7517324 

-4.4488351 
0 
0 
0 
0 

STAJ-IDAJ.D 
STAJJDARD 
STAJ^DARD 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
USERSURF {Z_POLYNOMIAL.DLL) 

0.14194106 
-0.00012919405 

-4.1285176e-C08 
-0.21208454 

0 
-32.883408 

0.025001347 
14.10302 

0.016934855 
2.7517324 

-4.4488351 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

STANDARD 
STANDARD 



Glass 

<MODEL> 

<mode;l> 

MIRROR 
<MODEL> 

<MODEL> 

1 . 0  6 0 0 0 0  
I.OOOOOOOO 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
2.43267000 

I.OOOOOOOO 
2.48267000 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
2.48267000 

1.OOOOOOOO 
2.48267000 
1.OOOOOOOO 
1.OOOOOOOO 
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